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APPALLING FR1GHTFULNESS

WOOL GROWERS

AS FULLER HEWS
IS OBTAINED
BY WIRE
Well Nigh the Whole City Is
Heap of Ruins Beyond

Repair.
EVEN

DAMAGED

SHORESOF BAY ARE

SINKING

MM

WATER

Miraculous Escapes Were
Made and Yet Deaths Will
Exceed a Thousand.

Atony

New York, Jan. 17. Definite advices as to the extent of the castra-throph- e
at Kingston are still lacking
early today. Conflicting reports Indicate the death list may be anywhere from 100 to 1.000. One dispatch reported 310 bodies already
recovered
and buried. From the
meagre reports It is Indicated that
Miere is no lmediate fear of a food
famine as provisions are plentiful.
Medical supplies are, however, urgently needed.
Shores of Boy Sinking.
The shores of the harbor of Kingston are sinking and there is a terror least the city should slip into
the sea, according to private despatches received here by large
houses, from Port Au Prince,
Hayti. The bed of the harbor Is said
to be sinking and the water In many
places Is now 100 feet deep. Every
wharf no; destroyed by the Are is
said to have sunk Into the sea or
to have been rendered worthless.
mer-chantl- le

LATEST LONDON lU'.PORTK
ARK THE WORST OF ALL.
London, Jan. 17. The latest
received here regarding the
Kingston disaster all tend to confirm
avd even accentuate the" gravity of
the situation in Jamaica. While the
colonial offices were unable, up to
2:30 this afternoon, to give official
figures of the death roll and of the
extent of the destruction, yet many
responsible sources of Information
eoncure In showing the growing proportions of the catastrophe.
Sir Alfred Jones' dispatch was received during the night saying that every house
in Kingston had been destroyed and
that the city is a heap of smouldering ashes. It has awakened the British public to the extent of this blow
to their favorite colony, as Sir Alfred is among the most trustworthy
figures In the commercial world.
Many Marvelous Escapes.
A dispatch from Holland Bay dated
the 15th, says that the first shock at
Kingston occurred at 3:35 a. m., January 14 and did all the damage, the
subsequent shocks having little effect. Fire spread in three different
directions fanned by a strong wind
and the firemen being handicapped
by the absence of sufficient water
supply. The dispatch after confirming the reports of hundred killed,
says that at least 30 to 40 were killed by the collapse of the Myrtlebank
hotel.
The sender of the dispatch does not
mention any looting or violence, except In the case of a few rum Bhops,
which were invaded by the negroes.
Reports from St. Thomas estimate
the dead at 1,000 and place the damage at $10,000,000.
Sir Alfred Jones and several members of his party had a remarkable
escape. They had lunched at the
Myrtlebank hotel and then went to
the pier to toss coins into the water
for negro divers. The visitors had
just left the pier on their way back
to the hotel, when as they reached
the hotel lawn the earthquake came
and the hotel toppled over. The pier
which they had Just left, was also
destroyed.
re-Pp-

Condition Announced ax Terrible.
Noon.
Much surprise and anxiety
is felt at the colonial offices at the
absence of any further news from
Urgent
the governor of Jamaica.
dispatches calling on him to report
the latest details are still unanswered
The only message
this morning.
from Governor Sweetenham is tho
one forwarded apparently on Monday, after which the complete silence
indicating
interruption of official
news channels has caused Increasing
apprehension regarding the destructive effect of the catastrophe.
During the early hours of the
morning the West Indian & Panama
Cable company received a dispatch
at St.
its superintendent
from
Thomas, announcing that the situation at Kingston Is terrible and that
The superinfamine is imminent.
tendent adds that the company'
steamer, Henry Holmes, left St.
Thomas for Kingston with provisions
and doctor to render to the sufferA disers every assistance possible.
patch wan received today reporting
the safety of Alfred Austin, of thy
Colonial bank of Kingston, whose
fate had been much In doubt.
James Ferguson, the
Besides
most conspicuous white men killei
ami
Constantino
were Captains
Young, of the Royal Mail Steamship
service; Major Hardeman, Dr. Gibbi
Valley, Dr. Menier. Dr. Robertson
i.tid wife. Miss Lockettt, B. Varley.
J. W M Bradley, and four children
lr

KINGSTON WAS ONLY FLACK
ON ISLAND.

Holland Bay, Jamaica, Jan. 17.
Advices received from various parts
of the Island show that Kingston was
the only place damaged by the recent
earthquake.
All other towns In Jamaica are in good condition.
No
further shocks have been felt In Jamaica.
Nothing Apparently K aped.
Hardly a building Is left standing
In the entire city of Kingston, and
every one not demolished Is dangerously Injured and
uninhabitable.
The death list will probably total
many hundreds, but It Is Impossible
to furnish an accurate estimate at
the present, figures varying from 400
to 1,200, the latter being the police
estimate. The Injured number several hundred and about 10,000 are
homeless. The government ratlroal
from Kingston to Port Antonio was
not damaged to any great extent, and
special trains are taking the homeless people to Port Antonio for shelter. Several vessels are also engaged
In taking the people to the same
port. So far as known no Americans
were killed or Injured.
Popular Myrtlebank no More.
AU reports agree that
the entire
business section of Kingston has been
completely demolished, mainly as the
result of the fire, which started Immediately after the earthquake. Port
Antonio is said to be unharmed,
though the poorly built town hall
was partially destroyed.
The destroyed section of Kingston
includes that portion of the town between Kast and West streets, from
Tower street to the water front. All
the piers are down with the exception
of that of the Royal Mall Steam
Packet company, and thafof the government railway.
The Myrtlebank
hotel, a favorite resort of Americans,
was completely razed.
Eight Americans Missing.
One report says that eight Americans are missing. A portion of the
town of Port Royal, which sank two
centuries ago, Is again under water.
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Stock Throughout the Section Are
Suffering

Badly

From

Sudden Change.
Kansas City, Jan.
17.
Missouri,
practically all of Kansas, and the
northern half of Oklahoma and Indian Territory.
are covered with
sheet Ice and enow, according to the
weather bureau and railroad reports
received here this morning.
Nearly one Inch of rain has fallen
in the past thlrty-Bi- x
hours, continuing up to this morning, and this
has been followed hv freezing usnth.
er. The principal damage has been
to telegraph, telephone and trolley
wires.
In Kansas City the car service has
been Interrupted
many lines,
on
while wire communication In all directions, but principally north from
here, was Impeded. The weight of
snow carried down wires and poles
by scores. Trains Into Kansas City
are delayed from one to three hours.
The northern half of Missouri seems
to have borne the brunt of the storm.

Salt Lake, Jan.
delegates are here

17.

SEPARATEJFROM

thousand
th
forty-thir- d
annual convention of tho
National Woolgrowers
association,
which began a three days" session
The- - attendance from
here today.
Wyoming,. Montana and Idaho Is especially large.
In the absence of
the national president, Senator Francis E. Warren, the western vice president. Dr. J. M. Wilson will preside
throughout the session. Tho features
of today's program are addresses if
welcome by Governor, John C. Cutler and others, and iresponnes; the
annual address by vice President
Wilson, the address by Thos. J. Walsh
on "Forest Reserves From a Sheepman's Standpoint, ' and an address
by Olfford Tlnchot. chief forester of
the department of agriculture, on
"The Grazing Industry.",. '
GARTER

FOR

.1

"I

attend

HARRISON
MAYOR

AGAIN

Special Correspondence.
Chicago, Jan. 17. You can't keep
the Carter Harrison family out of the
mayoralty chair In Chicago,
Here's
Carter Harrison, son of the world's
fulr and gambling days mayor, and
himself a three-terme- r,
right out in
the sunlight as a candidate for a
term.
fourth
Harrison has a committee on organization and also a committee on
finance, which latter Is significantly
referred to as the "ISO, 000, 000 committee." There Is also' a Carter Harrison Business Men's 'league, which
Is busy getting 100,0(0 pledges for
.
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Amalgamated Copper Makes Its
Usual Distribution of
Quarterly Dividends.

A

to

FIRM WAS FINED

EACH

-

Are Made.
WIRES ARE

TRUST GETS

Re-

Kansas and the Northern Half
President Warren Is Absent But
of Oklahoma and IndiNumerous Addresses
an Territory.

ARTHUR HILL.
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 17. Arthur
Hill, the leading republican candidate for United States senator from
Michigan, cannot see that it was Improper for him to contribute heavily
to the campaign expenses of candidates for the legislature.
But Governor Warner, republican,
thought It so serious a matter that
from a sick bed he secured a postponement of the 'caucus which was
scheduled to select Hill for the
Politicians thought this act sent
Hill's chances flying, but Hill thinks
not. Atwood, railroad commlstoner
and republican boss, who backs Hill,
says Hill will win yet.
The fight has really resolved itself into a contest between the governor and the boss and It Is a fight to
the finish. If the governor wins Atwood will retire from Michigan politics humiliated and disgraced. If
Atwood wins it will be because he is
a bigger man that the chief executive
Arthur Hill Is several times a millionaire. His home is in Saginaw.
He is a lumberman, as his father was
before him. His grand father, Daniel
Hill, fought with Perry and helped
win the
victory and when
he died his 'ftidow took a military
land warrant from the government
which proved the foundation for the
Hill fortune
.
As a youth Arthur Hill worked in
Put-In-B-
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publican Boss, Is Running-Foug- ht
by the Republican Governor.
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TRAINS ARE DELAYED AND
ALL STOCK KrFFERINO.
Topeka, Kans., Jan. 16. All Kan
sas Is covered with a glare of Ice
and snow today. Telegraph service
Is badly demoralized along the rail
roads, especially on the St. UduJs
line of the Rock Island. No trains
"
are reported
blockaded,
.
but are Carter II.
K
making slow time owing to the slippretty certain that on the list
It's
pery condition of rails. Stock of all of this league are the names of quite
kinds is suffering.
a bunch of street railway and other
public utility corporation stockholdGHAIXMEX ARK HOLDING
ers, who fear the
NATIONAL WOOL
of
CONFERENCE IN N. DAKOTA
GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
Fargo, N. D., Jan. 17. At the an Mayor Dunne, with the consequent
municipal
ownership.
Salt Lake City, Jan. 17. The 43rd nual meeting of the Independent endorsement of
Carter Harrison headquarters were
annual convention of the National Grain Buyers' association today there
down-towhoIn
Saturday
opened
a
Wool
Growers' association, which were a number of members of the
tel.
commenced here today Is the most
Growers'
Grain
association
important of its kind ever held In the present.
It was decided to organcountry as it has been convened es- ize all of the independent wheat buy- lll'KSIA IS NOW
OIUiAMZIMi HER NAVY
pecially for the purpose of giving ers of the state Into an association,
St. Petersburg, Jan. 17. A ukase
sheep raisers and all persons Inter- which will be backed by and have
was
Issued today announcing the reested In the wool Industry an oppor- the support of the bankers of the
organization of Russia's shattered sea
tunity to discuss the proposed for- state and moneyed men.
force, which has been kept practicest revenue regulations, the predatory
ally at a stand still by reason of the
wild animal pest, the
PENNSYLVANIA AGIUCULTIH- lw
and questions dealing with scab eraALISTS DISCUSSING PLANS powerful clique which has been fightdications. Delegates from twenty-seve- n
Harrlsburg, Pa., Jan. 17. At the ing to prevent the probing into the
naval scandals of the grand ducal
states are present.
annual meeting of the state Horticul- regime,
which the defeat of the
tural association today there were country to
In the battles of the sea of
CHICACiO REAL ESTATE
some prominent speakers and pracHOARD HOLDS A BANQUET tical discussions. Dr. E. F. Philips Japan is largely attributed. The
Chicago, Jan. 17. At the twenty-fourt- h of Washington. D. C, Charles Stew- movement Is receiving the personal
annual banquet of the Chi- art Inspector of apiaries of New interest of the czar who calls on the
cago Real Estate Board, which will York, and the editors of all the bee nation to assist In the thorough rebe held tonight, guests will be pres- papers In the country were repre- organization of the navy. At a conent from Milwaukee, St. Louis, Kan- sented. There is a capital exhibition ference today of the highest naval
authorities, summoned by the emsas City, Duluth and all the sur- of bees, honey and bee keepers'
peror, and presided over by himself,
rounding commercial centers.
he enjoined the officers to speak with
the utmost frankness, and for the
first time he was Informed of the
full extent of the corruption responsible for the defeats at the hands
of the Japanese. A proposal to adopt
the German plan of naval administration was rejected as untimely because it would be regarded as withdrawing the government, but those
New York. Jan. 17. A tower is
present at the conference gathered
soon to be added to the office buildthe czar whs fully determined to
that
ing of the Metropolitan Life Insurput through a complete naval proance company, on Madison Square.
gram. The program Is to be elaborhich w ill make that building rank as
ated as soon as the finances of the
the highest, tallest business structure
country permit.
In the world.
TMK
IIKITISII XAVV
The tower will rise to the extraIS TO JIK Ki:il Kl
ordinary height of CDs feet from the
London. Jan. 17. It was anstreet.
nounced In official circles today that
The daring ingenuity of constructhere will be a reduction of the Ltrlt-Is- h
tive man has never attempted such
navy after the February maneuvii project.
The Eifel tower. In Paris,
ers. The channel fleet will be reis 326 feet taller than the new tower
duced from seventeen battleships to
to be built here, but it is a great
fourteen, with three small cruisers.
steel frame which Is not used for
The Atlantic fleet will be reduced
practical business.
from eight battleships to six. with
The new Singer building. In Broadthree small cruUers. The same re way, will hnvp a lou-Rftl f.&t
duction will be made In the Medittne street when it Is complete.
teraneun fleet and the first and second
It
win rank as the second highest
armored cruiser squadron will be rebusiness building
in the worlU.
duced from siz to four vessels. Thus
Washington monument, a few years
the main squadrons of the fleet In
ligo considered a marvel, fs ojXv
active service will be reduced from
5 55 feet from its base.
battleships
thirty-thre- e
to twenty-si- x
and from sixteen armored crulxers to
The Metropolitan tower will cost
twelve.
S3. n). ooo.
It will top a giant office
building, which has been constructed
MAXV LOAFKKS IV
in sections,
and will occupy the
TIIK PIIILII'I'INK ImLANDS
ground formerly
the site of the
Washington, 1. C, Jan. 17. All
I'uikhurst church.
dlcharged soldiers in
dishonorably
vt mi
the Philippines must be accounted
m:
for and got rid of, according to a report from Manila today. It Is said
that after their discharge they hang
around the garrisons and add to that
which is
class of t he population
... .
,v
j
u
it ""pt1
neither a credit or an advantage to
the islands. The military courts sen1 1 m m j ju m i i. n at rt
tencing soldiers t dishonorable discharge ure Instructed to Impose a
term of Imprisonment and during
this term the prisoners will be transii
ported to the I'niled States. This
will make it impossible f.ir a dis? "
H if
honorably discharged soldier to he at
r
liberty on the 11. ind and will relieve
the Philippine community of their
.
undesirable preii--
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A

FIGHT

HOLD ANNUAL

OF KINGSTON DISASTER GROWS
of a family named Livingstone. Several others are reported missing.
The reports from Austria and
Switzerland show that seismic disturbances occurred there on Mondry
at about the same time as In Jamaica, Indicating a widespread unrest of the earth's crust.
Disturbances are General.
That there la a general state of unrest in the earth, of which the Jamaica disturbance la only one instance. Is the belief of Professor
Belar, famous seismologist and astronomer at Ialbach
observatory.
His instruments not only registered
the Jamaican disturbances, but give
other proofs of terrestlal phenomena
In the shape of shoks elsewhere, an J
also hailstorms and rockfalls.

pf

Th Evening Cltlztn, In Advance, $4
jraar.
Dsllvarad by CarrUrt, 60 csnts psr month.
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York. ' Jan. 17. The McAn-dreForbes company of this city
was fined 1.00.tand the J. . Young
company, of Baltimore, 18.000, in the
United States circuit court today, for
combining to monopolize the trad In
licorice paste. A stay of sixty days
In etecutlon of the fine was granted,
but the motion for a new trial wu
denied.
New

s

ws

A

T. W. ATWOOD.
In the lumber camps.

a sawmill and

AMALGAMATED
H .worked his way through the pubCOPPKIt
DECLARES DIVIDEND.
lic schools and later through the

New York. Jan. 17. The director
of the Amalgamated Copper company
today declared their regular quarterly dividend of 1 14 per cent and an
extra dividend of one-ha- lf
of 1 per
cent. This is not changed from thi
r.
a
From that to a great lumber man previous dividend.
was but a few steps. His company
operates extensively in Canada as TEXAS HOUSE STILL INVESTIGATING 1IAILEY CASK.
well as In many states.
Four years
Austin, Texas, Jan. 17. The noun?
ago he sold holdings In Minnesota for
today voted to have the attorney gen$2,000,000.
"Boss" Atwood Is railroad com- eral present all papers In connection
Senator
missioner for the state of Michigan with the charges against
Mr. Bailey haJ
by grace of the late Governor Bliss Joseph W. Bailey.
and by reappointment from the pres- been Invited to address the house on
ent governor. He Is a politician in these charges anad probabaly will
the fullest meaning of the word and avail himself of the opportunity belives at the little town of Caro. Com- fore adjournment tonight.
monly called "Tip" by friend and foe
alike, he has accomplished his pur- Till BIGGEST MIXING
pose in .Michigan by the velvet glove
.YEAH IX HISTORY
Washington, Jan. 17. The
past
rather than the Iron hand method.
, Atwood
never loses his temper. year has been the biggest mining
He works t by quiet methods. He year the United States has ever seen
never ".discusses
himself
nor his uccordlng tq the geological' purvey rework, ..Through two administrations port Issued., today J ?Th, mine develhe distributed, large campaign funds, opments In Nevada and, Utah, acbut no onei een his bitterest enemy, cording to the report, are considered
has ever charged him with grafting. of the utmost importance, as showing;
During two terms of the legislature that even at this late date the possi"TIp'b" work was necessary to the bility of discovery Is by no means expassing of a bill and "Tip's" dis- hausted. The showings at GoldflelA
approval of a .measure ' sounded its during the year would indicate that
another unusunt prolific ourc ot VhM
death note.
country's gold production has ben
discovered. In Utah great progress
has been made In completing plans
for working the low grade copper
ores In the vicinity of Bingham,
where In the short space of two
years an almost unheard of tonnage
of the
porphyries has been
opened up for treatment. These discoveries have made necessary the additional incrase of smelting facilities
In that state, which now are being
provided for. The mineral development throughout the United States
and Alaska Indicates u still larger
output for 1907.
University of Michigan, from which
he graduated as a civil engineer. He
became a railroad surveyor in Minnesota, afterwards returning to Michigan ajid experiencing the hard life of
land-looke-

.

ANNIVERSARY

low-gra-

OF BIRTH OF BEN F

Celebrated Extensively in His Native
Land Which Loves to Honor
His Memory.'
PHILADELPHIA LEADS BUT OTHER
CITIES FOLLOW CLOSELY EXAMPLE
Philadelphia. Pa., Jan. 17. The
efforts which were made to render
the celebration of the bicentenary of
the birth of Benjamin Franklin of
historic interest have proved highly
successful for today's proceedings are
of sufficient importance to draw the
attention of the world. Delegates of
scientific societies from all parts of
Tothe country are In attendance.
night there will be a banquet to the
foreign guests and the next three
days will be devoted to ceremonies
for the carrying out of which the
legislature of Pennsylvania
appropriated $20,000.
On all aides, however, it is regretted that the house in
Market street. In which Franklin
spent the last years of his life, covering the period between his final return from the court of France and
his death, should not have been preserved as a historical relic. It stood
on a patch of ground near Chestnut
street and a chair, which he used
there, Is owned at present by the
Philosophical society of Philadelphia.
At the opening ceremony today Gov
ernor Pennypucker In the course of
an able addreas stated that if Frank
lin was alive today he would be call
ed a Unitarian, but like his friend,
Thomas Payne, he was extremely re
ligious and had firm faith in an overruling providence and In the immortality of the soul. Today's ceremon
ies are being held under the auspices
soof the American Philosophical
ciety, which was founded by Frank
lin. President Roosevelt will arrive
tonight and has promised to deliver
an oration. Over ten thousand people
today visited the grave of Franklin
and read the epitaph which he wrote
for his own tombstone, and which
reads us follows: "The body of Benjamin Franklin, Printer, IjilJe the
Cover of an Old Book Its Contents
Torn Out and Stript of Its Lettering
ami Gilding' lies here food for
worms. But the Work Shall Not be
Lost For It Will (as he believed)
Appear Once More in a New and
Mure Klegant Kditiun Revised and
Corrected by the Author."
TOWN IIKAItl V(77llS vwii:
HI I.II.IIIS TO HONOR 1IIM.
Franklin, Mass.. Jan. 17. In the
Morse opera, house tonight the two

hundredth anniversary of the birth
of Benjtmln Franklin will be fittir.g- -

ly observed.
The building is gallly
decorated and addresses will be delivered by prominent citizens of the
city, which the great scholar founded.

IN NEW YORK'S CAPITAL
IT IS A GALA IIAV.
Albany. N. Y., Jan. 17. The

SOUTHERN COTTON ASSOCIATION IN ' CONVENTION
Birmingham, Alu.. Jan. 17. At
the annual convention of the Southern Cotton association, which commenced today, the question of the enlargement of the trade in foreign
countries wus fully discussed. Reports:
were read from committees deullng
with the subject and showing the
steps taken to Introduce cotton and
cotton products from this country Into foreign countries. Meting of cotton growers were arranged for the
future and It was pointed out that
furiners desirous of bettering their
condition and learning something of
where their cotton goes, und how it
is treated after it leaves his hands,
should attend. Never In the history
of the association has there ben a
larger uttendunce. There are nior
than r,(Hi) persons present.

of the birth of Franklin,
statesman,
Inventor,
philosopher
scientific discoverer anil author "Poor
Richard's
Almunac," wus fittingly
R IALS WANT
celebrated here today. Flags floated PATEXT OH LARGER QUARTER
from all public buildings and tonight
Washington. Jan. 17. The comthe Pennsylvania, society will hold a missioner of patents
at Washington
grand banquet.
is demanding larger quarters, more
clerks and Increased pay for the exGOVERNOR DOUGLAS WILL
UK llli:r ROSTOV ORATOR. aminers, which he says ure overworkBoston, Mass., Jan. 17. Governor ed, all pointing to the fact that the
Douglas wli; be the principal speaker Inventive breed Is not dying out in
In muting his application,
at celebrations here tonight In honor America.is being
considered today, he
of the
of the birth of which
thut the flood of new devices
Benjamin Franklin.
There will be says
oftUe 1st
a public banquet, which will be at- pouring Into the patent
before,
larger
ever
examinthan
the
by
tended
the city's prominent men.
In
ers being fully a year behind
their work. A perusal of the list of
NEW ENGLAXDERS OBSERVE
DAY IN NEW YORK CITY. new applications for patents shows
New York, Jan. 17. In honor of thut motors, submutines and aerial
the anniversary of the two hundredth devices head the list.
blrthduy of Benjamin Franklin, the
city flags ure floating in all public SALT HERRINGS
I ROM
NEW I'Ol'N lLN'l
buildings
today.
public
Several
New York, Jun. IT. Owing to the
meetings will be held by different so- partial failure of the herring fishery
cieties tonight and the National So- tills season
on the east coast suit
ciety of New Kngland will hold a herrings ure being
shipped In lurge
banquet In the Hotel Astor.
For
quantities from Newfoundland.
the week ended yesterday ten vesyoung jiL.vs uimvmx
barrels arrived. ni?K"
sels with
ASSOCIATION' MOVEMENT llig altogether ft (cital of 5"
eseU
Pensacola,
Flu.,
Jan. 17. All with 4,2x bareis. Froen herring
branches of the Southwestern divis- is coinmeiiciiiK to arrive, also
several
ion of the Young Men's Christian as- shiploads having
been discharged in
sociation are represented at the
capital condition. The
sell In
convention at Guiiisvllle Uni- the market at 3 ' cents later
u pound.
versity today.
Well known colleg
men are amongst the speakers, in- NEW .11 RsE ItOlKR
cluding W. D. Weutheifonl, the gen-e- r
OF TRADE llNJl irr
college secretary, and J. Conpt-Neuuik. N. J.. Jan. 17. At Hie anof New York. Delegates to the num- nual lauilit't of the tdute board of
ber of S.r.OO are present.
trade tonight United States
I'yle of
ushiiiKt on will speak on
Ouulifying I 'or CIiimIo n liolurlil. "Washington and Alaska and Their
Baltimore, Md., Jan. 17. The qual- Future Kesoiiiveu," and Kept e.srnta-tl- e
ifying
I'M
lthoiies
examinations
Crover of Hiio ill talk on "Tim
MchoUrshtp
in the I'niwi'sity of ox- Future
of our Republic."
Seie t
s
ford are being held in lilt- Joint
hundred guest will he present InUniversity today.
Candidates cluding tile inuyni of I Hi.-- city. Jerhad to detluie they weiv unmarried sey City. Trenton. Klabeih. ll i
anil were citi.enk of the United Slates.
and PitterssM..
un-nu- al

-

Hop-Kin-

,

MJJUQUERQLE

TAC.E TWO.

inr:

cute f madness waft duly signed. An
unification was '.hen made for her
admission Into the lunatic asylum of
the district.
While all this was going on the
woman became fully convinced that
her husband was out of his head.
She. too, with Infinite precautions,
took advice of a medical specialist
Her
by
ami, entirely unsuspected
husband, obtained a ccrtlllcnte de
claring thnt his brain was nffectnl,
and In her turn made application for
The
his admission to the usylum.
two applications were accepted and
the two were handed to the authori
ties at the very same moment.
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CHASES KICK HUNTERS.
f
St. I,ouls: The game wardens
Madison and St. Claire counties, Illi
of Marine, and
nois Richardson,
Miller and Wagner, of Belleville
are being provided with a fast run
gunshot-proo- f
boat,
river
ning,
r
equipped with nn
gasoline engine, to be manned by an
expert rlverman. to be used In pn- "Vol are you ditting der glim mit, Osgar?'
trollng the river front from Alton to
"Diss, Odolf, Iss a dark lantern."
Carondelet. during the duck shoot
Light a metch und led us see id.'
ing season.
"Sh-h-I am a private perspective. "
nnThe Mississippi river being a
"Ah, you are Olt Slewfoot, aln'd id? Und vot Iss your game?"
tlonnl thoroughfare and government
"I am salrchlng for a suspicious."
waters, is held by some as being ex
Are you on his track?"
game
empt from the operation of the
"No; I haf been derailed."
laws of the state on either .side. Tho
"Why Iss he wanted?"
constitution of Illinois In defining the
"Hecoss no von hass any use for him."
state boundaries, explicitly estab
"Can you nod flut him ouid?"
as
lishes the center of this stream
"Oh, yess. Per trouble Iss, I can nod find him In."
Upon this
the western boundary.
"You mean you know vere he Iss, bud he Iss nod dere."
constitutional right the Illinois game
"Yess; he manetches somehow to exclude me, although I haf asked
department will, this season for the him eferyvere."
first time, endeavor to enforce Its
"Veil, ef I run across him I vlll Inquire of him for you.
rights over these waters, which in
"I vlsh you voult tell him so. He may nod know he iss a fuijutive."
a few
all probability will require
"How vlll I know him?"
a
engagements,
and
miniature navnl
"I vlll glf you a ledder of Introducement."
to
number of vigorous prosecutions
"Subbose he shoult denial his idenslty?"
settle the question.
"Iook ad his nose; Id iss a goot clue."
"Why, blease?"
sudden death took
"Hecoss he vlll nod be far away."
TWO WDIIKMKX.
LIVES
"How vlll I tell id?"
Winnie HalterSt. Joseph. Mo.:
"As chently as bossible."
man, aged 3, a union printer known
vlll coiie natural."
"Dot
In Kansas City and St. Louis, wnn
his nose iss a artificial."
"Bud
a
has recently been contracting as
why he put you on a false scent."
oxblalns
"Dot
roofer, and William McGinnes, aged
iss a counterfeiter."
"ess,
he
29, during an attempt to effect re
"Dot iss queer."
pairs on the roof of the
"Yess, passing queer."
Live Stock Kxchange building, at tho
"Vot iss he chartched mit?"
time of a sleeting storm, slipped
"Mlt carbonic. He schtole a sodo fountain."
from the cone and slid over the
"I am afrait your case vlll lizzie ouid yet."
Occupants of the
eaves to death.
"I guess nod; I haf eferyding boiled up."
building tried to prevent the hazard
"Ef he voult see me fairst he might run avay."
Halterman and
ous repair work.
"Oh, no; your disgees Iss palrfect; your face Iss vashed."
Mcdinnes slipped at about the same
I clean forgod dot. Do you dink he vlll suspender mitouid resistless?"
moment, and shot to the cave of the
"Sure. Yust tell him you a bin In clothes man."
roof In a flash.
"Vot! Mit diss vest?"
Iloth men made desperate efforts
"You slmbly vlll haf to chloroform Id."
to catch hold of the edge of the roof.
"How do you get paid for diss?"
In order to save themselves, but to
"By der piece. You see, I am a peace oftitzer."
no avail.
The bodies slid over the
.
"Iss dot so? Who svore you In?
edge of the roof, both uttering agon
svore me. He said I wass a durn fool."
chief
"Der
izing cries of terror, and they strucK
"Kf der audience vlll submit quietly we vlll haf der house darkened
the brick pavement in the rear of the und gif you a Imitation of der insite of a Black Maria."
building at the same Instant.
The
bodies struck on the backs and
heads, and the heads of both were
crushed. Halterman was dead when
McGinnes lived twenty
picked up.
Halterman was marrle 1,
minutes.
and lived at Fourteenth and Charles I
streets. William McGinnes was mar
ried, and lived near Sixteenth street
and Buchanan avenue.

ESCAPED

clght-hnrscpo-

FREEZING TO

WANTED.
WANTEli Girl fur light housework.
Bis South High street.
WANTED A capable girl for general
house work. Inquire 903 Copper
avenue.
WANTED More shoe repairing at
corner of Ilallroad
avenue and
Broadway. P. E. Daniel.
W A NT E - Aii
ex perienced
cook.
Mrs. W. II. Chllders. 107 North
Twelfth ntreet.
WANTED By lady, position as sten
ographer or general of fire work.
Address this office.
WANTED By Japanese Doy as fam
ily waiter or housework In private
family. A steady Job. Boom 2,
Rico house.
WANTED Help lurmsheu and em- ployment of all kinds
secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
Auto Phone
West Silver avenue.

For Fine

MOAT

F

IT. 1907.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

of Vaudeville

A Bit

THURSDAY. .IANUAIIY

We try to keep In stock all the
well known and reliable Toilet
Preparations on the market. It
we haven't what you want we
will get It for you. We arc able
to always serve your Interests
In the best possible wny.

270.

rEKSOX.Ui

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa $10
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
your
possession.
Goods remain In
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4. Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
0en Evenings.
On

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE

second
Gentleman's
WANTED
Horse,
hand clothing. No. 515 South Fir.t Inely furnished. Fireplace.
Buggy, Harness, Hay, Etc.
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Bids for the construction
of hotel building at Helen, M.
Occidental Life Building.
M. Plans can be seen at the office
Fate of
to Death-Remarka- ble
Albuof E. B. Crist y, architect,
Corner Broadway and
querque, N. M. The John Becker
Unknown Man In Denver
110 West Gold Ave.
Company, Belen, N. M.
East Railroad Avenue
Ice Plant.
Fe
WANTED Teams The Santa
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants PROFESSIONAL
Colo Phone, Black 30.
CARDS
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
JUDGE SENDMAN TO PEN
LAWYERS.
good
All
for other purposes.
teams making application will be
Ira M. Bond.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Super
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 3 2 F.St.,
THROUGH
intendent.
JFOREETFULNESS
W.. Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights.
caveats,
FOR KENT.
FuH Set of Teetli
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Gold rilling
.$1.50 up I
New
FOR RENT
R. V. I). Bryan.
Gold Crowns
house, modern.
618 North Sixth
French Husband and Wife Succeed
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
Painless Extracting : :::
street.
M.
Office,
Each In Sending the Other to
First National
FOR RENT Two rooms for light- - que.
building.
Bank
Inquire
housekeeping.
300
at
North
GUARALL
WORK ABSOLUTELY
Insane Asylum.
Broadway.
E. W. Dobson.
AXTEED.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
housekeeping;
rent reasonable. Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Denver: To escape freezing to
Apply rear 624 West Railroad.
DENTISTS.
dnlh. an unknown man went Into
cottage
the idant of the Capitol Ice company,
RENT Furnished
FOR
be
to
IIL J. E. KRAFT,
17St Blake street, and asked
Apply at
flats; very reasonable.
Dental Surgeon.
allowed to warm himself at the boil
110 Coal avenue, east end of via
Rooms 2 and 3, Harnett building.
to sleep, and In the
er. He went
duct.
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Automat- H. F. COPP.
afternoon, when the engineer open- y
FOR RENT A six room
phone 238. Appointments made
ROOM 12, N. T. ARM I JO BLDG.
d a steam valve on one of the boil
brick house, corner
of Seventh by mail.
r the tramp was scalded to death
street and Tijeras e.venue. Inquire
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Kdmmnl .1. Alger, D. I). S.
His body was discovered at 6 o'clock
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
anil removed by the coroner.
Office
United
Department
of
laterlor,
the
Tijeras
West
aventie.
was
nothing
hours, 9 a. m.. to 12:30 p. in.: 1:3
Amnnr his effects
Office.
Land
States
Niceiy
except
FOR
RENT
'uriiished
found to disclose his Identity,
in. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Ap
Santa Fe, N. M.. Dec. 19, 1906.
rooms, $1.25 to $1.50 per week pointments made by
tng a receipt given him by a Denver
mail.
fol
given
hereby
the
that
Notice
is
per
25c
night.
50c
rooms
to
Also
Ilia Grande conductor on January
lowing-namefiled nohas
claimant
PHYSICIANS.
light
housekeeping.
for
Min
The
3. It shawed the man had paid his
tice of his Intention to make final
)
neapolis House, 524 South Second
fare for a distance of seventy-fiv- e
Jn support of his claim under
DR. J. It. IIAYNES
proof
street,
Albuquerque,
M.
N.
mum Aa Colorado Springs Is the
of
Physician and Surgeon.
sections 16 and 17 of the net
rr station on the road at that dls
FOR SALE.
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armllo
March 3, 1S91 (2G Stats..' 854), as
tance, it is thought he came from
21,
building.
amended by the act of February
FOR SALE A good big cow; will be
that place.
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
fresh soon, inquire of George K
DR. R. L. HUST.
The man went into the ice plant
pro
proof will be made before the
Neher.
Office,
X. T. Arniijo Iiltlg.
About i o'clock In the morning. He
bate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on FOR SALE Thirty range mares In
Tuberculosis treated with High
toW the night engineer that he was
January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav
good condition.
Oscar Liffrelng, Frequency Electrical
Current and
freezing to death, and had no money
ez de Otero, for the small Homing
Germicide. Treatments given each
Bernardo, N. M.
to Ret a bed. He asked permission
Claim No. 2547, situate in Sec. 36, T. FOR SALE Twelve head of Jersey day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
to lie down somewhere near the
7 N., R. 2 E.
heifers, two years old. Apply at nurse in attendance. Both phones.
boilers and sleep, and soon after thi HEAVY TAX ON
He names the following witnesses
T. Fletcher ranch.
UNDERTAKER.
John
THE SAGE MILLIONS.
men employed about the plant forgot
ad
to prove his actual continuous
CAPT. W. J. McDONAiD.
driving
New York:
The tax list made
FOR SALE Good
horse Auto, phone 316.
about him. The man crept back bepossession
tract
lor
said
of
verse
Colo., Red 115
buggy and harness. Apply High
tween one of the boilers and the public yesterday has several Inter
twenty years next preceding the sur
A. liORDERS.
112
Livery.
Chief of those Is
wall, and went to sleep on a plank. esting features.
land
John
street
vey of the township, viz:
Commercial Club building.
Black
He did not show himself to the the fact that the tax assessors have
or White hearse. $5.
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los IFOR SALE The Clauue Glrard prop
day shift at all, and is believed to written down the personal fortune
erty on west Mountain road.
Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon, Gull-ARCHITECTS
have been still asleep when the day left by Russell Sage at $50,000,000.
quire on premises or at No. 300
Orona. Qulrlno Samore. of Per-engineer, at 4 o'clock In the after- This Is easily the biggest Individual
I
Broadway
North
M.
N.
alta.
7
W.
Spencer.
F.
Bar- Rooms
noon, turned the cocks and released personal tax ever recorded on the I
Any person who desires to protest FOR SALE Lot No. 4 in bloc k No nett building, Albuaueroue. N. M.
the uteam In the big boilers. It shot city's books. Sage in his life timo
against the allowance of said proof,
2 In the Huning Highland addition
Both phones.
Mrs.
nut. filling the narrow area way in was assessed at $2,000,008.
or who knows of any substantial rea
Will consider an offer. Dr. F. B
which the man was sleeping, anJ Sage, to whom was left practical'
CIVIL ENGINEER.
regulations
son
laws
and
under
the
Romero.
The all of the Sage fortune. Is assessed
vmrrled out all the air with it.
of the interior department why such FoU sale Majority of stock in es
burning and strangling which ended on $5,000,000 In her own name. If
J. R. Farvvell.
proof should not be allowed will be
tablished and paying retail busi
Mr
stand,
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
Ma life must have taken place quick- - these two statements
above
given
opportunity
an
the
I
at
ness. Incorporated.
Owner wishes
ly, for his body showed few signs of sage w ill have to draw her check In
NOTARY PUBLIC.
mentioned time and place to cross
to leave city. Address No. 1126
The skin was scalded off favor of the city treasury for $xt0,- at struggle.
claim
said
of
witnesses
examine
the
Dally Citizen
000.
In a number of places.
Tlios. K. D. Maddlson.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
The man was neatly dressed in a
FoTt SATE OR TTlATJEFTTteen
Office with W. B. Chllders,
117
of that submitted by claimant.
Kray suit and seemed to be about 55 WOltST WEATHER KNOWN
724 South Second West Gold avenue.
No.
house,
room
MANUEL R. OTERO,
YEARS.
IN THIRTY-FIVyears of age.
In
property
California.
street for
Register,
laid) Speaks Highly of
St. Paul, Minn.: "In thlrty-llv- ?
Write John Krlck, 431 East Sec A Jamaica
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
years I have not known such severe
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
UEM AUK ABLE CASE Or' A
Long
Beach,
California
street.
ond
LN
ESS.
In
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the su
JUDGE'S FORGETFl
weather conditions to prevail
FOR SALE A No. 1 Charter gaso perintendent of Cart Service at KingsNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Frankfort, Ky.: The granting of North Dakota and othere points west!
power,
engine,
for
line
to
ton, Jamaica, West Indies Islands,
si nard on bv Governor Beckham
of St. Paul as exist today," said Pres
Department of the Interior,
Land
pumping: good as new; cheap says that she has for some years used
Wright Young, of Whitley county. ident J. J. Hill to the Associated
M.
N.
Office
at
1006
Fe.
Warner,
Dr.
N.
Santa
See
South
J.
u:v
brings to light one of the most
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
Press. "The snow on the level out
Dec. 29, 1906.
Edith street.
coughs, croup and whooping cough
usual cases on record. As a result there Is from three to four feet deeo.
Is
given
Santl
hereby
that
Notice
part
the
of
It without
tf the oversight on the
Men can not walk on
and has found it very beneficial. She
ago
M.,
N.
has
Griego
Carpenter,
of
presided
at his snowshoes. In some places the snow
"lreult Judge, who
has implicit confidence in It and would
IS
tiled notice of his1 Intention to make CITY DIRECTORY
not be without a bottle of it In her
is ten to fifteen feet deep. We have
trial. Young has served twenty-sev- n
five-yesupport
of
proof
in
final
when,
home. Sold by all druggists.
months In the penitentiary,
from 1,200 to l.f.00 men working
No.
entry
viz:
claim,
Homestead
his
and
according to the court itself,
along our line, and have kept it
BADLY NEEEDED
20,
1906,
the
10,301
Nov.
for
made
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
case,
he open, but part of the time the
others Interested In the
SV4 NEVi and lots 1 and 2. Section
.should never have been condemned. weather has been so cold that men
Department of the Interior. Land Of
3, Township 9 N., Range 6 E.. and THE
Convicted of manslaughter, he was could not work."
EVENING CITIZEN W1L1
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
that said proof will be made before
Among the
term.
SOON GIVE THE CITY A FIRST
'Siren a ten-yeDecember 26. 1906.
H. W. S. Otero. United States Court
CLASS DIRECTORY.
abatements upon which the governor RATHER GOOD COUNTRY
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N,
I'Oll THE MASONIC OKDEIt.
based his order granting a pardon is
Gallegos of Belen, N, M., has filed
M.. on Feb. 5. 1907.
Ala.: Forty of the
a letter from the judge, stating that Birmingham.
notice of his Intention to make final
He names the following witnesses
The Evening Citizen will, in a
be bad expected during the trial that Masonic lodges in Jefferson county
five year proof in support
of his
to prove his continuous residence up
very short time, start canvassToning would not be convicted, and have formed a Masonic conference.
Entry No.
claim, viz: Homestead
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
and wardens of the Masonic
ers
out
to
secure
names
a
for
after conviction had Intended giving Masters
Sun Antonio, Tex.. Jan. 17. In the direction of the governor,
I
making
6621, made October 21. 1901, for the
Venceslado Griego, Salomon Grie
new city directory, which is bad
him a new trial, but overlooked the lodges In the county are members I
NWtt. Section 2, Township 4 N.
of the conference. The purpose of senate debate over the shooting up a dozen arrests, in his twenty years go, Dario Chavez and J. R. Carpea- ly needed, as the last one pubmatter.
Range 3 W, and that said proof will
the organization is for the craft in of Brownsville, Tex., and the dismiss- - of service he has had many it deadly ter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
by nn outfit not familiar
lished
encounter, and himself has been shot
be made before Jesus Luna, Probate
general to be instructed in tne se- MANUEL R. OTERO,
was the poorest
city,
ltUSUAND AM) WIFE SEND
with
the
u number of times.
t
Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on Februfit the lO'der
Register.
EACH OTHER TO ASYLUM fruU nnd
excuse of a city directory ever
,ne
His most noted difficulty was with
"J
ary 7, 1907.
.'
I's'dent "without
The Manchester Guar will be in the nature of an educa- - """
Irfiudon:
issued In Albuquerque, and many
reference was made to one Sheriff Joe Matthews, of Cliildressco.
He names the following witnesses
....nfVretice ut which the irrand honor.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
names of prominent
citizens
dian's Paris correspondent says a ii.
to prove his continuous residence upauinormes in tne and two deputies of the latter at
altogether.
were
omitted
frenchman living In Paris had no lecturer and others will be present "l
matter. Capt. Bill McDonald.
Sen- - Quanah, ten years ago. They opened Department
Land
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
of the Interior,
It is the Intention of The
ticed for mime time that his wife for the purpose of instructing lhos- JU"
,uri,IU!r referred to him some- - tire on each other.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Ruperto Jaramiilo, of Belen, N. M.;
McDonald fell.
Evening Citizen to make the
Mtiowed signs of Insanity. He watch- - who wish to attend.
wnai sarcastically In discussing the badly wounded, while the sheriff
Dec. 29, 1906.
Simon Sema, of Los Chavez,' N. M.;
city directory the very best
next
wd her anxiously, and presently call
I reputation
.McDonald had that 'he was killed and
AMERICAN NEGROES IN
Notice is hereby given that Luclo
the two deputies
Pablo Bullejos, of Los Lunas, N. M.;
ever published, and when comd in a doctor. After various
CUBA ACT BADLY, "would storm hell with a bucket of routed.
Ortega of Chlllll. N. M.. has filed noJesus Jaramlllo y Gallego, of Belen,
prove
It
one
pleted
the
will
of
the aim of which was ut- w
I
He arrested one malefactor,
Three American negro ater.
Havana:
N. M.
after tice of his intention to make final
Ignored by the patient, a certifl- best advertisements for the city
teamsters In the employ of the army I McDonald is taken more seriously trailing him 400 miles across the live-yeproof in support of his
MANUEL R. OTERO.
imaginable.
I by
the president and by the people state.
have been arrested by the provost
claim, viz: Homestead entry No,
Register.
Illusbook will contain
The
1
of this country than by IWakel'.
guard at Camp Columbia, charge
He arrested twelve
men single 6,702 made Dec. 10, 1901. for the
write-up- s
city,
trated,
of
the
Cured of Lung Trouble.
w ith assault on a w hite woman In His bravery is well established,
ami handed on the charge of lynching Vj NE
and EH NW4. Section
mills,
railroad shops, lumber
"It is now eleven years since I had
They are being held inline statement that be would storm two white settlers. He secured their 12, Township 8 N., Range 6 E.. and
Marianao.
and
churches,
schools
university,
a nurrow escape from consumption,"
military custody, it being feared that hell itself is regarded as extravagant conviction.
that said proof wil be made before
all other important enterprises,
w rites C. O. Floyd, a leading business
an attempt to lynch them would belonly because lie lias not been called
Recently ("aid. McDonald and three II. W. S. Otero, United States Court
a
and
besides advertisements
'upon
man of Kershaw, S. C. "I had run
do
so.
to
were
rangers
they
surrendered
upon
if
were
N.
made
from
tired
Commissioner,
Albuquerque,
ambush
at
names
of
directory
complete
Ossnett Manufacturing' Process Ii the civil authorities.
down
in weight to 135 pounds, and
McDonald Is captain of a
by Mexicans.
M.. on Feb. 5. 1907.
the
of
assailants
Four
A
to '..
from
That of An American Brewery,
coughing was constant, both by day
of Texas rangers, and investi were slain in the tire that was re
He names the following witnesses
A section of the book will also
own
In
king
Is
A
a
his
healthy
man
i
us
regard
r
a foou and the
b'
Finally I began takgated the Brownsville trouble at the turned.
and by night.
Va
to prove his continuous residence up
be devoted to a directory of Old
fcaaineiM of brewing beer one it our right; an unhealthy man Is an uning Dr. King's New Discovery, and
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
und the many
Albuquerque,
important liiUustrii-HW'hrn ws happy slave. Burdock
uut
Bit
Blood
continued this for about six months,
I'raiiclseo Garcia. Kstolano Ortega.
tell our renders that without exception ters build up sound health keeps
points of Interest of the "obi
stwre is no other litewt-rwhen my cough and lung trouble were
in the world
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
berg" will be Illustrated with apmm absolutely clean in Its
rot'Cg of you well.
gone and I was restored to
entirely
e
half-tonN.
M.
of
all
cuts.
Chilill.
wuuiufsf-tursih-uus i'.ihxl, we
propriate
from
my
weight, 170 pounds."
normal
Beverage
Helpful
Safe
mxMct knowledge of conditions.
Citizen,
The NEW JEWISH COLONY PLAN- Evening
MANUEL R. OTERO.
with
the
The
Brewery ut Milwaukee
Thousands of persons are healed
umutrr 1'itbat
Register.
exception of the year 1905, when
NED NER GLVESTO
outlay of millions of
rftreeutM anmany
every
year.
Guaranteed by all drugan Impostor by the name of
of those millions
fiullars and
New York, Jan. 1". At a meeting
G'OO) beer helps the stomach to perform its
gists.
50c and $1.00.
Trial bottle
PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
got
FOR
out
a
to muk. the I'ubut of representative Jews here
in
stepped
and
stve leen expended
Ives
today,
oflices. It aid the digestion. The percentuno of
free.
vxclusive process absolutely clean. the projected Jewish colony near
poor excuse of a city directory,
beer-Wiis
Department
fatuil lieer uluiidx ulone today, the only
v:y
Interior,
in
beer
Land
iiOOIi
of
small.
alcohol
jottl
the
has published every directory
fuod product that from tin- beginning Galveston, Texas, was fully discussed.
Our ROUGH DRY" w ork don's have
office ut Santa Fe. N. M.
quenches t!u thirst and refreshes instantXo tho end of its manufacture it ubno- - It was decided to acquire land for
this city has ever had, and they
to be washed over. Imperial Laun
1906.
29.
Dec.
when
ftuteJy beyond rcncli of
liter
Wiener
Athletes
drink
ly
natiirallv.
and
the cun settlement for Jews who will
to
this
both
credits
been
have
be
dry Co.
'laminating germs of the air.
Notice Is hereby given that Jesus
They know that it is good for them.
ill training.
ofllce and the canvassers emXtoclors boil thfir instruments In brought from Russia and other coun
Ortega of Chlllll, N. M
has filed
names
gathering
and
in
ployed
to
holla
i'ul.M
tlnm
The Right Name.
It was announced that
vairr
the
notice of his Intention to make final
iio..ij kiltlen and thus tries.
tits brew in
dates for write-upMr. August Sherpe, the popular
five-yejMeriliu-it.
Fn in I In i f it passes Hellenic had I lie support of the Roths
proof in support
of his
printed
will
be
Proper
blanks
overseer of the poor at Fort Madison,
tlirvuKb sterilizitl pipes to sterilized childs and the leading Jews of Eng
claim, viz: Homesteud entry No.
in a few days, and canvassers
.il"d lank
whinit land, wlio had promised large donakerinrlli ully
la., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills-arro:i made Dec. 10, IDOL for the
.
hen tin oiiKh more
on
to
be
fertiifiili'd.
set
work
no
doubt
will
lightly named; they act more
to slflilizej tions towards tlie work.
MerlltSI'd plpeS it gOP
1.
W'S NW4
SW, SWli. Section
February 1. possibly sooner.
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Liquor to Pueblo Indians.
Opinion of Supreme Court In
This Important Matter.
The aupreme court of New Mexico
continued Its wkmIoii Ht 10 o'eloek
yesterday morning In the chambers at
There were
the capltol bulldiiiK.
present:
Chiff Justice William J. Mills, Associate Justices Jolin 11. McKle, FranK
W. Parker, William 11. Pope. Edward
a Mann and Ira A. Abbott. Jose I
Sena, clerk of the court, was at his
post. The territory was represented,
by Attorney General W. C
Held.
Deputy I'nlted States Marshal 11. F.
HoRh was In attendance.
The following- cases came up yesterday for consideration:
No. 1167 Mariano F. Sena, plain;
tltT In error, vs. American TurquolM.'
company, defendant In error.
lte"t
for hearing February 25.
No. 1153 Stringfellow & Tanne-hil- l,
a corporation, appellee, vs. V. W.
Petty, appellant. Judgment of court
below affirmed. Opinion by Associate
Junlice McFie.
No. 1174
William K. Uammon,
plaint i(T In error, vs. louis W. Galles,
defendant in error. Argued and submitted.
No. 1176 Territory of New Mexico, appellant, vs. Abrau Abeytla, appellee. Argued and submitted.
Suit on Altered lronilssory Note.
ll
In the case of Stringfellow &
v.. W. W. Petty, which was
appealed from the district court of
Chaves county, the action was upon
an altered promissory note of the face
value of $100 99.
The circumstances attending the alteration of the note were fully set
forth in the pleadings.
It was alleged by the plaintiff and appellee '.n
the complaint that subsequent to the
alteration of the note and very soon
thereafter the defendant ratified the
frame with a full knowledge of tho
facts.
The defendant denied having authorized the alteration of the note as
well as the ratification of the same
after it was changed. In the trial
court a verdict was returned for the
plaintiff for tho full amount of tlv!
note and the accrued interest at tho
rate of ten per cent, together with
compound Interest to the amount of
t2Ai. A motion for a new trial was
made and upon the plaintiff remitting
the Item of compound Interest the
motion for a
was overruled
and judgment rendered the plaintliT
for the amount due, less the compound interest.
Pticbto Exempt From Indian Liquor
Tan-nehl-

IjBW.

In the opinion handed down Tuesday by Associate Justice Pope, In the
case of tho United States, appellant,
vs.
Benito Mares and Anastacio
Santistevan, appellees, as briefly stated in The Citizen yesterday. In an Interview with Attorney Medler, It Is
held that it Is no violation of the law
to sell liquor to Pueblo Indians. Tho
ruling avers that the Pueblo Indians
are legal citizens of the United States.
Mares and Santistevan were charged
with selling Intoxicants to the Indians
of the pueblo of Taos. Judge N. B.
Itughlin, of Santa Fe. was the attorney for the appellees.
The opinion defines the status of
the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico
and Arizona and may call for congressional action to prevent liquor
helling to them. The Evening Citizen publishes the opinion in full on
account of Its great Importance and
effect, affirming as It
loes, the previous holdings of the supreme court that the Pueblo Indians
ate
citizens of the United
States. The opinion Is as follows:
Syllabus,
1.
The Pueblo Indians of New
Mexico are not wards of the government, nor are they in charge of an
Indian superintendent or agent, nor
are they Indians over whom the government through Its departments exercise guardianship, within the meaning of the act of congress of January 30, 1897, penalizing the sale or
gift of intoxicants to such Indians.
2.
Tho holdings of this court and
of the supreme court of the United
States as to the status of the Puebl )
Indians of New Mexico, reviewed and
held that such Indians do not come
within any of the classes of Indians,
to whom the sale of intoxicants Is
prohibited by the act of congress lat-named.
The facts are stated In the opinion.
Opinion of the Court.
There was a prosecution Instituted
by the United States against the defendants.
Mares and
Santistevan.
charging them with having violated
the act of congress of January 3'J,
1897, by the sale of intoxicants to certain Indians under the charge of r.n
Indian agent of the United States.
The stipulated facts upon which the
case was disposed of in the court below and upon which It is here submitted disclose that the Indians to
w horn the Intoxicants were alleged to
have been sold or given were Taos Pu-bl- o
Indians, living and residing at
the pueblo of Taos and being members of that tribe, and that the whisky in question was sold or given to
them in the town of Tuos and off tho
lands of said Taos Pueblo tribe. The
c ourt
btlow upon these admitted facts
discharged the defendants, and the
correctness of this ruling is the so!.1
question presented
by this appeal.
The status or the Pueblo Indians of
this territory has been the subject of
very full consideration by this court
and by the supreme court of the
United States In a number of cases:
U. S vs. Vareia, 1 N. M., 593; U. S.
w Santlbtevan. 1 N. M., 5&S; I'ueb'.o
Indian tax case. 1 N. M., 139; U. S.
vs. Joseph, 94 U. 8., tl9. quoted In
ex parte Crow Dog, 19 I'. S., 572;
U. S. vs. Klchle, 1 How.,
From these decisions, the first two
of which dealt with the very Pueblo
here iri question, their illegal standing lias been very definitely fixed.
They have been Judicially determined to be a people very different from
the i.oinudlc Apaches, Comanche
lid other tribes "whose incapacity
for
required both
fur Ihtmeselves and for the citizens
of the country the guardian care of
the federal government."
They are
rot tribes within the meaning of the
r)
ffd-intercourse acts prohibiting
full-fledg-
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Special Correspondence.
present to his classes some of the ceremonies.
Chicago, Jan. 17. Congo
love "ruling rages" of dark Africa.
The professor carried with him also
songs and the latest music of the AfProf. Starr was unwilling to
a moving picture machine, and will
rican jungles will be sung on the cam- a comparison of Afrlcn;i music make
with be able to present a double bill to
pus of the University of Chicago from American music, but he
hinted it his classes. While the phonograph Is
the original
phonograph
records would not take much 'o surpass "My
ofT the music, the anthropolowhich Prof. Frederick Starr has Just Zulu Maid." "I'm the Kid That Hullt gist will throw
the singer on a screen
brought back from the wilds of the the Pyramids," and some of the
other and send him through 'his antics,
dark continent.
favorites of the hour.
which generally are quite varied.
Music and musical Instruments alGrand opera, he asserts, thrives
Many of the ceremonies.
dances,
ways have been among the noted an- among certain
tribes or at least customs and modes of life of the Afthropologist'
hobbles and his find- something on the order of grand op- ricans have "been
recorded by the anings on his recent trln were esnerlnl. era. Many of the cannibals
were thropologist with the phonograph,
ly valuable.
He now is prepared tl musically inclined some with Caru- moving picture
machine, camera and
introduce Arrlcan music first hand to so voices and on certain festivities by
real objects which are includChlcagouns and at an early date will he was able to record the musical ed t(e
In his five tons of baggage.
settlement upon the land of "any Indian tribe." They are not wards of
the government in the sense that
this term has been used In connection with the American
Indian.
While congress has "as a mere
gratuity from time to time provided
agents und special attorneys
for
them. It has never attempted thereby to reduce them to a state of tutelage or to put them or their property
under the charge or control of the
government or its agents." On the
contrary', they hold their lands and
property by complete and perfect
title antedating the sovereignty of
the United States and recognized
to
unconditional patent Issued
They have full
them decades ago.
power to alienate their lands and
these, In the absence of any act of
congress to the contrary, are subject
like other property to taxation by
the territory. Finally, these Indians
were at the date of the treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo citizens of Mexico and of the United States.
This being the status of the Pueb!
Indians, as fixed by the decisions of
this court and of the supreme court
of the United States, It only remains
to be determined whether the sale of
Intoxicating liquor to them is within the prohibition of the act of January 30, 1897. (29 St. 509; 3Fed.
St. Ann., 384.) This act makes it
penal to sell or give Intoxicants to
"any Indian to whom allotment of
land has been made while ithe title
to the same has been held In trust
by the government, or to any Indian or ward of the government under the charge of any Indian superintendent or agent, or to any Indluo
Including mixed bloods, over whom
the government, through Its departments, exercises guardianship."
)t
Is a sufficient answer to the present
appeal to say that in our judgment
the Pueblo Indians, as defined by the
decisions above referred to, do nit
come within any one of the three
classes above referred to.
The title
to their land Is not held in trust by
the government; they are not wards
of the government, nor are they under the charge of any Indian superintendent or agent; they are not Indians over whom the government,
through its departments,
exercises
guardianship.
We deem this conclusion so inevitable from the terms
of the statute as not to call for any
citations of authority.
We
however, that the United States diswestern
court
trict
of the
district of
Washington has. In United States vs.
Kopp, 110 Fed., 160, decided Juy
21, 1901, dealt with this very question. That case was as to the Puy-i-luIndians, and it was there held:
"The Puyalup
Indians
holdiuK
lands under patents of the tenor
above set forth are citizens of the
United States, having all the right:,
privileges and immunities of other
citizens, and they are not under the
guardianship of the United States
government, nor under the charge of
any Indian superintendent or agent;
and the statute of 1897, prohibiting
the furnishing of intoxlcuting drink',
flavoring extracts, bitters and stimulants to Indians having the status
and subject to the conditions therein
defined, does not comprehend an Indian having the status and right.-- ,
privileges and immunities belonging
to the Indian named in this Indictment."
We have not overlooked the fart
that the indictment in this case, to
which tho demurrer was presented,
alleges that the Indians in question
were "under charge of an Indian
agent of the United States." We do
not. however, consider this allegation
(even Is sufficient under the terms of
the statute), to be an allegation of
fact such as Is confessed by the demurrer.
Whether or not a given
Indian Is a ward of the government,
or whether or not he can in legal
contemplation be under the charge
of an Indian agent, are questions of
law to be determined In the light of
his legal status, and the acts of congress applicable to lilm.
The stipu- by-It- s
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IjhhI.s at present under cultivation
the Mesilla valley, with sufficient

water, assure
the prosperity
of
Dona Ana county, sayy the Ias
Cruces Citizen. The mines situated
In the Organ mountains, from ten
to fifteen and twenty-flv- e
miles fro'ii
Las Cruces, will furnish a market for
a good part of the product raised In
the valley. which demonstrates,
saying nothing auout cattle, sheen,
goats and other Industries, the "City
of the Crosses" Is on a solid
I'KOI ENSOIt TINSI.EY IX
THE ESTAXCIA VAM.EY.
Prof. J. I). Tlnsley. the expert soil
culture man of the NewMexico Agricultural college, will spend about
week in the F.stancia valley, and during that time will be glad to meet
and talk with farmers about conditions in the valley, character of the
soil, the best manner for cultivation,
and the best crops to plant and wh-- n
to plant them.
He lectured at Mountalnair yesterday afternoon. He will he at Wli-lar- d
January 19th and at Estancia

January

22d.

These lectures will be given under
the auspices of the Estancia Valley
Development association, and at the
close of the lecture at Estancia it
Is desired that a business meeting of
the association follow, for the purpose of closing up Its business and
giving the association a decent burial, as this will be perhaps the last
function it will perform, It having
accomplished Its purpose and don-- j
the duty it was organized to do, says
J. W. Corbett. president of the association.
Ttie lectures are all fr?o-aneverybody Interested in the development of Torrance county Is Invited and urged to attend If possible
to do so. Tiie hour of the lector 's
witll be at 2 o'clock p. m.
TWO KJ.ECTIOX t OXTESTS
I'AII, TO (MU ST WIVXEKS.
In sustaining the demurrer of the
defendant In the election contest of
It. P. Talbot vs. It. E. Morrison, involving the office of district attorney
in Yavapai county, Judge It. E. Sloan,

of the district court, thereby upheld
the right of Morrison to the office,
says the Prescott Courier.
In the opinion of the court Talbot
had no ground of action, which he
based upon the failure of the board
of supervisors t. designate the polling place for North Prescott.
It was contended by Talbot that returns from that precinct should be
thrown out. The court held that the
election board was not guilty of
in receiving the volts and i'i
countliig them.
The decision also disposes of the
case of ltoland Mosher against J. C.
Bradbury, which was of Identical
charactei, for the office of county recorder
Tho contest of George Hardikei
for the justice of the peace ottke In
Douglas was decided in favor of Ile:i
Ithe, democrat, the court not finding
that any fraud had been committed.
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Such Is the Title Which Held
and Farm Gives Alfalfa
In Colorado.

SHOE STORE

121 RAILROAD AVE.

OS00000

thrives In all Colorado soils that are
not too wet. In some sections It
winter kills, but there are instances
of alfalfa doing well at an altitude of
9,000 feet above sea level. And come
PLEASANTLY SITUATIO.
weal or woe our people will still be
Colorado Is probably profiting more raising, it a thousand years hence for
EASY TO REACH.
by
Inlargely from the culture and use of
that time lt shall have become
to everp spot where a spear
alfalfa than any other state In the digenous
RELIEVES PAin.
grass will grow. Field and Farm.
union, for the great legume is now of
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
bringing the state close upon twelve
CURES RHEUMATISM.
million dollars In annual revenue.
This is not only by reason of favorCURES I DNEY AILMCNTS.
able soil and climatic conditions, but
by the employment
of Intelligent
CURES DIABETES.
methods of handling the crop Our
Colorado farmers know how to raise
CURES INDIGESTION.
Gladys Van, well
as the oralfalfa and when and how best to iginal Bed Sou lire tteknown
familiarly
and
CURES DRCPSY.
feed it out In order to secure the termed "The Dainty Delight of Vaulargest profits. Everything combines deville," Is again principal of
the
to favor the culture of the crop, while female members of Murray A Mack's
Colorado, being In the midst of a
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
great livestock region, finds the feedCLASS.
ing conditions the best ever. All our
1
readers know how hundreds of thousands of lambs, tiought all over the
ii
I!
ft
great western ranges, are annually
See Santa Fa Agent for round
fed in transit for Chicago and cither
rates, good for thirty days.
trip
great eastern markets to say nothing
of the extensive cattle feeding of the
V
MW," 3 , Sl
state.
The farmers of Colorado make a
very simple matter of raising alfalfa.
They often seed their lands to alfalfa by sowing it with some grain crop,
and from that on three or four crops
may be taken off each season. Our
!
i A
system of Irrigation is the most simple
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
and comparatively inexpensive. The
m. P. HALL,
farmers do not expend from fifteen
roprftor
Ire and Brass Oaatlaf: Or. Goal and bam tor Car:
to twenty dollars an acre In diking
aaatmasv
Qrada Bars, Baaalt MataJ; Ctluua aa.4 Iraa Frawt fm
their alfalfa land up Into checks us
Pull7.
they do In California, but Just put in
BoUdlnca.
their laterals and sublaterals and then ullit Mack. C'luiM. Murray ami Gladys '
Minima mitd mill Mmohlnmry m
let the water do the rest under the
east ald at railroad tract
rfudry
AJfrmamoraaa,
. m.
Villi, Around tho Town.
law of gravitation such
as Gallileo discovered 600 years ago. big company
of
which
The system of cutting, curing, stack- uppear
here at Klks' opera house,
ing, feeding, etc., Is also simplicity
Itself, and in perfecting these methods Friday night, January IK. She Wilt
be xeen In many new and
novel
the farmers have been
usslsted
throughout by the advice reiterated gowns, which were secured during
sumIn this journal for the past score of her vacation In France this paHt
years. We have always been the mer. The beautiful satin gown worn
by MIhh Van In the second act is
leader of thought in tills theme and coiiHidered
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Meals 25cts.
by competent lady tailors
our expressions have been extensiveimported
ever
hundHomeHt
as
the
ly copied the wide world over.
1 20 W. Silver Ave.
F. J. Gross, Prop.
on
As we have often said before alfal- from France, and the duty paid girl
ordinary
keep
an
almost
it
would
fa aside from Its botanical designation
year. On certain
of inedlcago saliva Is known under in dreHHes for a
performances Minn Vun althree names lucerne, Chilian clover mutlnee
gowns to be placed on
ami alfalfa. The latlar Is that under lows her ho the ladies
can view what
hic h the Arabs Introduced It into
1
Spain, whence it was brought Into ix considered the fashion (dates of
I'arlH.
America. The plant with Its Arable
name was introduced into California
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
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Tbeiu.
from California it was Introduced Into
BE3T AMERICAN
BLOCK
origin'
in
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have
More
their
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We
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got our llrst seed from Chihuahua, or result from a cold than from any
should
cause.
This
alone
fact
other
Mexico. In the spring of 1863 when
Major Downing brought up a pound make people more careful as there Is
THOSE HAPPY BOYS
or so in his haversack and made the no danger whatever from a cold when
beginning.
In
properly
It
the
is
treated
first sowing In his dooryard In Denver. The plant has been known since For many years Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has been recognized as the
8IG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
49ii B. C, for in that year It was Inprompt and effectual medicine
FOR
$2.29 AND $2.75
troduced Into Greece under the name most
on naof Medic, signifying that It came from In use for this disease. It acts
ture's plan, loosens the cough, reMedia.
The Famous Originals
The methods of culture are quite lieves the lungs, opens the secretions
In restoring the sysuniform In all sections where the and aids nature
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
by
healthy
Sold
a
condition.
to
tem
plant is grown, and we have never
and a big company of merit
had much of a struggle In getting it all druggists.
started as seems to be the complaint
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADF.
of some of our eastern friends who
AT WALTON'S DRUG
are inclined to look upon the plant as CANDIES,
Chorus
Girls
of
STORE.
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latlon that the Indians In question
were Pueblos, places them as a matter of law beyond the protection of
the statute and renders lt unnecessary for us to consider the question
presented In the argument and upon
the briefs and to wtiich the recent
case In re. Heff, 197 U. S., 488. is
cited, as to whether it Is In the
power of congress to prohibit within
a territory the sale of intoxicants t j
a special class of Its citizens, such a"
the Pueblo Indians. Holding, as we
do, that congress has not attempted
to exercise such power, lt becomes
necessary
for us to determine
whether lt could constitutionally exercise It.
The judgment or the court below
Is affirmed.
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NEW MEXICO'S OPPORTUNITY
In an editorial last evening the El Paso Herald fays

that under the present high price of metals.

If New Mex-

ico does not now leap forward as a mineral producer, It
mill be because her people are not alive to the great opportunity presented, because the territory has an abundance of pay ore.
New Mexico Is among the very richest mineral
In the country, says the Herald. In the old daya
It was a famous producer, but unfortunately some of the
pioneer miners were inclined to take only what was
handed to them and to skate around the real problems
values In the
tf mining. They not only left enormous
around, but they Rave New Mexico a blow to her prestlgtv
that she has not yet wholly recovered from.
s
The mineral la here, plenty of It. Some of the
In New Mexico are so sensational In Indicated value
that If they were situated anywhere else they would
cause a stampede. But some organized effort should be
made to Interest capital and Ret real miners to undertake
the development of the territory. One big swindle will
undo the constructive work of a decade.
Big concerns are coming into New Mexico copper,
and the probability Is. as the Herald very correctly says,
that another five years will demonstrate New Mexico to
belong by rights to the famous copper belt of Arlzona-Honorwith a production dependent only upon the
Kklll and capital brought to the exploitation of the na.-urresources.
pros-peet-

a,
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MURDER AND SUICIDE
,
There were less than a third as many lynchlngs
From the 235
year as there were fourteen years ago.
of 1906 is co
mob murders of 1S92 to the seventy-tw- o
tainly an encouraging advance.
There Is another encouraging feature to the lynching record for last year.
Murder, too, is
There were no burnings at the stake.
declining In this country, measured by Increase of popuThere were 9, Slid last year, against 9,212 thu
lation.
year before a slight Increase In number, but a proportional decline.
But while lynchlngs and homicides have declined,
suicides have Increased. In the year there were more
As yet the suicide rule In th
than 10,000 suicides.
United States does not equal the rate in France, Germany or Austria. Our homicide rate still far exceeds
that of England or the principal continental countries.
In the lynching neighborhoods there are few suicides.
Mississippi leads the states in lynchlngs, and has almost
no suicides. Also suicides were rarest In sections where
Miere were the most homicides.
There seems to be some subtle natural law controlling the relation between murders and suicides. lr
primitive communities murders many times outnunibiv
the suicides, but as civilization adwnces the ratio
changes. In the venerable civilization of China the high
clans Chinese gentleman who has been wronged goes'
to the door of the man who wronged him, not to kill him
but to kill himself. Our rate of Increase of suicide over
homicide Is fast, but not fast enough to bring us vcy
aoon to that condition.
la-"-

USING ANOTHER'S CAPITAL
President Fish, late of the Illinois Central railroad,

remarked recently upon the spreading might of men llk.j
Ilarrlman "who through the use of trust funds and the
power Incident thereto," monopolize and turn to their
tn uses the control of wealth. In commenting upon
this remark the Springfield, Mass., Republican notes the
o
fafct that there has been considerable selling of
Express company stock by holders In that vicinity
Wells-Farg-

i

because of Harriman's domination of the company and
hl evident purpose to use the company's big surplus 'n
financing his many railroad projects.
Harriman does not own the express company, but
ha controls the use of the money It has earned.
The
men who own stock In the company are helpless.
They
cannot control their own property. So far has the power
of control of the big corporations been extended tht
capital Is almost entirely seperated from Its owners. A
man cannot do with his own as he wishes. It is his, but
the use of It is in the hands of the big financiers. Thus
capitalists themselves are coming to look with aluri.i
upon the big fish who swallow up the smaller lish .
Wherever there is a surplus, there are the harpies.
That is why the Harrlmans do not like to let go the
control of the New York life insurance companies.
There Is a trust fund that may be exploited. The usj
of somebody's money may be had for the taking. It
certainly significant of belter things when men of property begin to view this species of robbery with misgiving.

TWO IMPORTANT CONVENTIONS
conventli us were booked to begin today,

Two

0
$

in

each of which New Mexico has great Interest. One i)
the National Dry Farming convention, meeting in Denver; the other is the National Woolgrowers' association
meeting In Salt Lake City.
No section of the nation lias greater interest in
either of these gathering than has this same territory of
New Mexico. We are in the front rank of wool producers, and not even Irrigation Itself is of such importance to us as will be the bringing of our
lands under successful cultivation. The Citizen hopes
that New Mexico win be well represented at the dry
farming convention and that this territory may get hur
full share of the beneficial results which can but follow
euch a meeting as that at Denver must be.
No doubt New Mexico will be more largi-lrepro-aente- d
at Salt Lake City than at Denver, not only because void growing is well advanced in this territory
while drying farming In at yet scarcely In Its Infancy, but
because the Wool tirowers' Ass.ickiilon of New Mexk-and the t'oiiinn r. I.il club of this city are both actively
engaged in endeavoring t wure for Albuquerque !!
national meeting for next year.
le

y

Kingston, of whose fat.' tin- - world is ho much In
doubt. Is the cupltal and principal commercial city of th-Island of Jamaica, a Went Indian possession of Great
Britain. It is on the south coast and on the north sldo
of a fine harbor, ten miles by rail east ,.f a Spanish town
The city stand on a gentle slope and is regularly laid
out. Its houses being mostly two stories in height. Tho
city has a population of between 4j.ihi) and &0.0U0. lu
principal buildings are the churches, hospitals, synagogues and charitable Institutions
It has a university
school, a Baptist college, collegiate school, a theater and
an aiitheneum. There are several banks in the city and
a building connected with the Society of Arts. The city
has five daily newspapers and several weeklies. It als'i
see. Kingston harbor Is a
has an ungelicun
landlocked basin In which the largest ships can lie
at anchor.
j

James J. Hill favors the establishment by the government In each county of a small model farm of from
thirty to forty acres. The object would be to bring
close home to the people the advantages of Intensive
farming and the Increased reemie through added care
and scientific methods.
The value of such farms could not be overestimated,
but why ask the general government to do this? Why Is
It not rather t!ie provlnve and duty of the several states,
and why should they not be correlated with the public
schools, the state agricultural college and the state experimental farms?
Only one-hathe benefit from such farms could
be had from using them merely as object lessons. They
should be actual centers of practical education In agriculture for the youth of each county, Including their
cities.
Each one should be an adjunct or a part, the
practice department, of nn agricultural high school.
This Is the greatest need of the nation today, for,
after all Is said and done, this Is an agricultural nation.
The problem ultimately of highest Importance Is to get
from the land the fullest results without waste and to
keep on the farms or bring to them the young men. It
Is to make agriculture both attractive and profitable, to
show Its possibilities for mental activity and the resultant financial benefits.
The strength of any people is and always mut
come, as to Antaeus, from Mother Earth. The men
bred on the farms are of a broader nature, have a wider
view of affairs and are less easily swayed In the muss by
sentiment or prejudice. Time after time this nation has
been saved from serious error by the farmer vote.
Such county farms would necessarily be more than
They would not be experiment stations, but would p it to practical tests the results of
the experiments rr de at the various state agricultural
stations and by t e government. They would all work
In harmony ani would bring close to the people the
opportunity for both observation and actual Instruction
Duluth
in nil that science had demonstrated as of value
lf
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COMPONENT PARTS OF
MAMMOTH OIL OCTOPUS

OCKCKOOOC0O
Name
Acme Oil company
Oil company
Oil company (Limited)

American Lubricating
Anglo-America-

n

........

Argand Refining company
Atlantic Refining company
Baltimore United Oil company
Borne Scrymser company
Buckeye Pipe Line company
Buffalo Natural Gas Fuel company
Bush & Denlow Manufacturing company....
Camden Consolidated OH company
Chesebrough Manufacturing company, con..
Colonial OH company .'.
Commercial Natural Gas company
Connecting Gas company
Continental Oil company
Crescent Pipe Line company
Cumberland Pipe Line company
Eastern Ohio Oil and Gas company
Eclipse Lubricating OH company
Eureka Pipe Line company
Florence Oil and Refining company
Franklin Pipe company (Limited)
Galena Signal Oil company
Indiana Pipe Line company
Lawrence Natural Gas company
Mahoning Gas Fuel company
Manhattan OH company
Mountain State Gas company . '.
National Fuel Gas company .
National Transit company
New York Transit company
Northern Pipe Line company
Northwestern Ohio Natural Gas company...
Ohio Oil company
Oil City Fuel Supply company . .
Oswego Manufacturing company
Pennsylvania Gas company
Pennsylvania oil company
People's Natural Gas company
Pittsburg Natural Gas company
Piatt and Washburn Refining company
Prairie Oil and Gas company
Republic Oil company
Salamunca Gas company
Security tiil company
Solar Refining company
Southern Pipe Line company
South Penn Oil company
Southwest Pennsylvania ripe Lines company
Standard OH company of California
Standard Oil company of Indiana
Standard OH company of Iowa
Standard oil company of Kansas
Standard OH company of Kentucky
Standard oil company of Minnesota
Standard Oil company of Nebraska
Standard OH company of New York
Standard Oil company of Ohio
Swan & Finch company
Taylorstow Natural Gas company
Tide Water Pipe company ( Limited
Tide Water OH company
Union Tank Line company
United Natural Gas company
United Oil company
Vacuum Oil company
Washington Oil company
Waters-Pierc- e
oil company

........

8
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SOCIAL MEETINGS

The Woman's Home and Foreign
Society of the Presby
terian church will meet with Mrs. S.
Wolklng, 603 West Roma avenue,
Friday afternoon at 2; 30 o'clock.
There will be a regular communi
cation of Temple Lodge No. 6, A. F.
A. M., at 7:30 Thursday evening.
By order of the W. M. J. C. Ferger,
secretary.

1(H7.

FURNI TURE

iciPfefS?l

Anona Council No. 1 Daughters
of Pocahontas will hold their regu
lar meeting at 8 o'clock
Monday
evening at Red Men's hall.
The regular meeting of the Mis
sionary Society of the Congregational
church was held this afternoon at
the residence of Mrs. J. H. Heald.
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All Is now In readiness for the much
heralded basket ball game which Is
to take place this evening at the
Casino between the girls of the Uni
versity of New Mexico and those of
the Las Vegas High school. The Las
Vegas girls arrived last night in fins
feather and confident of victory.
While precedent seems to be In favor
of the Varsity team on account of
their previous victory, their success
Is by no means certain In this match
us their opponents have been Indulg
ing in hard practice and will un
questionably put up a strong fight.
The following Is the line-u- p
of the
teams for tonight:
Las Vegas team Miss Mary Coors,
captnln; Miss Helen Schaefer, Miss
Beulah Hartman, Miss Jessie Bell,
Miss Laura Lorenzen;
Miss Garnet
Van Patten, substitute.
Mrs. O. G.
Schaefer Is chaperon and Lawrence
D. Clark, manager.
Varsity team Miss Bonnie Mur
phy, captain; Mis Beatrice Murphy,
Miss Lucy Edle, Miss Isabel Nlven,
Miss Belle Franklin; Miss Ida Hart,
substitute.
Referee, A. E. Littler; umpire, Ber- -
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WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President
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SOLOMON LUNA.
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T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Msmrer

I

For the
Best Line of

ger.

Among those who accompanied the
Las Vegas team to this city were
Milton Hawkinson, C. M. Williams.
William Fugate and Mrs. McMackcn
A dance and the serving of refreshments will follow the game and the
local team will do everything possiNot known ble to render the visit of the Ias
5,000,000 Vegans an enjoyable one.

600,000
200,000
10,000,000
350,000
200,000
200,000
500,000
250,000
100,000
500,000
300,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
3,000
Not know n
5.000,000
500,000
50,000
10,000,000
1.000,000
1.000,000
300,000
500,000
600,000
2.500.000
25,455,200
6,000,000
1,000,000
2,775,250
2,000,000
2.000.000
100,000
2.000,000
KO.000

1,000,000
350,000
14,000
2.500,000
350,000
30,000
3,000,000
500.000
5,000,000
2,600,000
3,500,000
6,000,000
1,000.000
1,000,000
100,000
1,000,000
100.000
1,000,000
15,000,000
3.500,000
100,000
10,000
625,000
5,000,000
3,500,000
1,000,0000
3.000,000
2.500.000
100,000
400.000
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PARAGRAPHS

Prof. H. ft. Larkin, superintendent
of the Las Vegas schools, was among

the arrivals here last night from the
Meadow City to cheer the Las Vegas
girls' basket ball team to victory.
Peter Guillon, one of the pro.- -'
prletors of the Savoy hotel Is In re
ceipt of some beautiful post cards
from, his sister In France.
The post
cards are as novel as they are beautiful, 'the pictures being etched) ,on'
silk and cunningly affixed to
card which is enclosed In a very
thin envelope through which the address may be., read at a glance. The
envelope Is intended to avoid mutilation In the mails.
Governor Hagerman has asked for
more time in which to consider his
acceptance of the Invitation to be in
attendance at the Robert Burns birth
day banquet given by the Society of
St. Andrew In Albuquerque on the
evening of January 25. The governor expressed his pleasure at receiving the invitation in a letter to
William Mcintosh, secretary of the
society in which he asked for more
time to consider it.
Delayed trains on the Santa Fe
continue. Train No. 8 from the went
was live hours late, and eastbound
appearance
No. 4 put lu a belated
nine hours behind time at 8:50 this
morning. Westbound No. 1 was tw.
hours late last night; No. 9 was
late, but No. 7 arrived on time.
The flyer was bulletined to arrive t:
A freight wreck
2:1 6thls afternoon.
in the California desert about torij
miles out of I)s Angeles was said to
have been the cause of No. 4 beina
so tardy.

in Albuquerque
See Ours
muss

MclMTOSH HARDWARE CO.
NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF
AH

J. D. Eakln, President.
G. Gloml, Vice President.

Consolidated Liquor Company

Goods Are New And
Stylish.

FVccsCvt tor

Rt ol r

Month

Boy's fine overcoats .... f 2.75
Men's overcoats
$11.50
Men's suits, good as
made . . . .
$12.50
$14 business suits for
8.75
Elegant Ladles fur for
4.75

$6
$25
$20

E. M AH ARAN
SOT W

Railroad Av.

Cbna. Mellnl, Secrctarx
O. Bacbechl, Treasurer.

Snccsiorg to

j

MELINI & EAKIM, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WHOLKBALK DKALKRm IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wo hoop

ovrytblna la stock to outfit tho
bar eomploto

most fastidious

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. ft.
Schiitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Brewerlea; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Mon-arcand other standard brande of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article aa received by ns from the best v Series,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United Stat a. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
a-- -.
issued to dealers only.
itfwiwsiirw.i
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CATHOLICS

Opera House Roller Rink

IS!

LAD ES ADMITTED FREE

Humphrey

OVALS

WANT t'OLI'MBI S

socii-rrAn effort s being

at santa i k

X

made to have a
council of the Knights of Columbus
organized at an early date In Snnt-AlbuFe, says the New Mexican.
querque has a flourishing lodge of
this religious order and It Is believed
that one can be started In the capital. Only Catholics aro .eligible for
membership. It is primarily a social
organization, complying with the laws
of the church, but it has an Insurance
feuture which Is optional with th
members.
i

Tlfc.
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HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with

!s1,annMlWtora-

INT"
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Half of

lnlJ

rhj

Cheap,

ri blicatiox.Iand
the Interior,

Department of
Office at Santa Fe, N.

Economical.

M.

Dec. 29, 190C.

Notice Is hereby given that Jesus
Ortega of Chllill. N. M., has tiled
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
entry No.
claim, viz: Homestead
6.703 made Dec. 10, 1901. for the
SWVi SW'i. Section 1. W!5 NW4
and NW'i SW'4, Section 12. Township 8 N., Range 6 E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, United States Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
Feb. 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia, Estoiano Ortego,
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
all of Chilill, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
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The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light
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year ago the Jap was considered too cunning fol
anything. Today he is too dashed cunning for any thli'i-'- .
He has been tumbled to, as It were.
rr,.. little
tie I
tmi, u iti, in.. ,.i.ii,.n..
morals used lo be the hot stuff drawing card at tn?
Thursday night prayer meeting with his description of
the flowery kingdom and a choice line of guff about
cherry tree blossoms.
He was meek and pluintive in his
little specialty entitled "The Yearning for Civilization in
Fair Nippon." Now fair Nippon wants to give its big
Iron beds, mattresses, couch covers
white friend u push In the face. The Jap system of Jlu portlers,
117 Oold avenue. Borradaile
Jitsu was boosted until there was a strong suspicion that & Co.
Jim Jeffries would have to take the other side of ll'e
street any time a
saddle colored Samurai cum-along.
They imported Jiu Jitsu sharps to teach the lion,
g
game to the West Pointers. Now
oruble
the Jlu jit is in the discard. It didn't make good.
out in 'Frisco coarse tiuckmeii give the mlkados
Veterans u swift punch In the Jaw when the "sklpple"
gets too promiscuous. Hotels used not to be good enoug.i
for the wayfaring Jap; he was always pressed to stop t.t
the home of the Sunday school superintendent, and If he
copped himself out a village belle she got her picture In
the paper as one bound for a quarter-ucr- e
clysiuin with
a bamboo summer house in it and a view of the glimmering Japan sen visible through the hole chopped in
the south elevation.
Then n mail's size plug hat became too small for the
Jap and a set of wrought iron hoops could not hold In
his expanding conk, especially ufler he had licked tho
untutored Russian. It Is then that he went round with
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
a mil rnscope looking for an Insult the s'ze of a fly's too
A

According lo the lol.e-- lein.n t at an agreement I.
said to have been reached by republican leaders in coi
Kress that I hire shall nut be any railway legislation
during the remainder of the present session. No doubt
this is wise. The country has had some very important nail.
(enactments along that line, and It certainly will be wall
The outcome of it has been the discovery that the
to pause and see how the new luws will act before going industrious Chinese laundry man Is a deuce of a good
any further in the same direction.
fellow after all.
1

H. STRONG

F".
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Capltuliza- tlon.
$
,300,000
100,000
1,000,000

boue-lireukin-

The Citizen lias received copies of ten hills Intr i
duced by Delegate Andrews during the present session o
congress. Six of them ure for graining Increase of peie
sions to us many different citizens of New Mexico; tw
are for the paineiit of claims long due two citizens ol
the territory and two are for important legislation. On
of these prevents the governor or the legislature fron
appointing a member of the legislature to any office dur
lug the time of his legislative membership; the othei
is to validate the
of Albuquerque bonds for a el'j
building.

Tllt'RSPAY, JAXVAKY
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CHURCH,CLUBAND
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W. T. McCUKlUlIT,

W. 8. STIUCKLKIl,
President.
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MODEL FARM FOR EVERY
COUNTY HILL'S SUGGESTION

n

EVENING CITIZEfl,

A. D. Johnson

NCAR OOLD AND 9KVKNTM
AUTO. PHONK NO. 30M

and Power Co.

to 12, 2.30 to i 30 and 7.30 lo
. . 10.30 P. M. . . .
Good Music and no charge lor Instruction.

Sessions-- 10

Corner
Gold

Fourth and
Avenue

Phone Red 08

Year the Standard of Piano Construction)

(Eighty-fiv- e

Conceded today te be the best In the werld

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

l ITSON

NN"

MUSIC CO.

(Established 1882.)
Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in mualo
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay.
, iwaj!
ment plan.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
110 8outh Second street.
THEY ALWAYS

GO TOGETHER

a happy purse and a good, nourishing
.ii m iwuiiii t, uriu lous ureaa. uur
hreud doesn't make your purse suffer.
It 18 more economical than baking at
home, un.1 you get palatable
and
wholesome eating without cooking at
li'ss cost than when you bake yourself.
Try some of our Mutter Cream. It l
a meal for the Gods.

PIONEER BAKERY,
MOUTH riRMT

TRKK7.

YOl' AUK l'HOTi:CTi:i
IKOM
Al.Ii 1'ltAl'H, KiNOItANt i: AM)
IMPOSITION IX Itl'YlNtl TKAS IiV
l
YOU
PACKAGKS
ltt II ASIO
AKK OP
ItKARIXO TIIK TKADK-&
ClIASi:
POUNII
KAMlOltN.
OM.Y AT
.MAI-OY'-

J.

r.

PALMER

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
SOI North First Street.
Both Phones.

00004s0000
The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

OBjO0C0rOiiliOitlO

Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

BAMRLaT A NO
CLUB ROOM

0

MiawaMiGIMIciB

.lAMAIlY

Tlll'RMlAY.
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ALBUQUERQUE

1007.

EVENING CITIZEN.

r.GK

Foraker and Assistant' United
States Attorney E. L. Medler.
The territorial supreme court hcM
that it was not a crime to sell liquor
to the Fueblo Indians, baslnx Its de
clslon upon the theory that where a.1
Indian has given up the nomadic, llfo
and taken up the pursuits of a white
man he is regarded as a citizen In tha
fullest sense of the term.
The supreme court of the United States established this precedent In a coio
from Kansas where a man was charged with selling liquor to an Indian.
In the opinion of many lawyers"
this decision may have a
effect in that the defenne in a
case where the federal statute is alleged to have been violated may cite
the decision and then show that the
law was not violated, because the Indian had become civilised, it !
thought that this precedent will perg
dwtinr-tlonmit of some

FIVE.

Fhal

EXAMINATION

DECISION FRANK VESELY

E

AND

OF GENERAL

FOR OXFORD

MARY

MASON

INTEREST

NOW

ON

Rendered by United States Joined In Marriage In Silver Rhodes Scholarships Are Be:
City Yesterday Afternoon.
lng Tried For Today at UniSupreme Court In a
Left For California.
versity of New Mexico.
Montana Suit.

hair-splittin-

A

ary

Washington dispatch dated Janu-

14, gays:

In an opinion by Justice Rrewer,
the supreme coi.t of the Uiijtei
States today decided the sharply-conteste- d
mining case between the Mon-- .
tana company and the St. Louis company, arising out of a dispute over
strip of rich mineral ground
a
connected with the Drum Lummon
Gold ft Silver mine in Lewis and
clatk county, near Helena, Mont.
Tht decision was in favor of the
Montana company.
This Is the case In which former
United States Senator Arthur Drown
of Utah, was engaged when he was
shot and killed by Mrs. Itradley. He
ws employed by the St. Louis company, which was the loser by today's
action of the court. .
tine cause of the controversary was
d
question of the
the
right to follow a vein when It leads
to other ground than that, on which
Its apex is located, but Justice Hrew-c- r
found other reasons for his decision.
In this case the apex is on ground
owned by the St. Louis company,
but as It descends It crosses the vertical side lines of the Montana company. The St. Louis company, clalm-- 1
lng the right to follow the vein even
under the surface owned by Its rival,
brought the suit, alleging trespass,
and asking for damages for mineral
said to have been removed by the
Montana company.
The case originated In the United
States circuit court for the district of
Montana, and while holding for the
St. Louis company that court enjoined both companies from operating in
That decln-io- n
the disputed territory.
was affirmed by the federal court
of appeals, and thereupon the case
was appealed to the supreme court
of Montana, with the result that the
verdict was reversed.
While the case was pending in this
court, Judge Hunt of the Montana
circuit court dissolved his first Injunction in so far as it applied to
the St. Louis company, and it was to
secure a reversal of that order that
a petition was filed in the, supreme
court recently. That petition was
granted and the effects of today's decision will be practically to renew
Judge Hunt's original Injunction and
to nulify his later order.
Announcing the court's conclusion,
Justice Brewer said:
"The pivotal question In the case
is as to the scope ,ind meaning of
the compromise bond and convey-arr'Tht lower courts held that
their only effect was to establish a
boundary line between
the two
claims, leaving extra lateral rights to
be determined by the ordinary mine
rules. We are of the opinion that
in this construction the courts erred,
that such bond and conveyance not
only vested title to the surface in
the grantee, but gave to It the mineral which in fact was beneath the surface, no matter though the vein may
have apexed In the ground of the
The Judgment is
St. Louis claim.
therefore reversed and the case remanded for a new trial."
He then Issued an order enjoining
the St. Louis company from removing any ore until the conclusion of
the litigation.
34-fo- ot
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The Kansas state board of heul'.h
has made a new move against tuberculosis. Letters are being mailed to
every physician of that state uskins
for information about all cases of
tuberculosis which have come under
their observation, and requesting
with the state
their
board in the tight against consumption.
of
Dr. Crumblne, secretary
has issued a pamphlet containing the fololwing rules:
"All persons In state and county
employ are positively forbidden to
spit upon the floors.
"Rooms, hallways, corridors and
lavatories shall be freely aired ami
effectually cleaned at least once a
day. and not during working hours.
"Dust must be removed as completely as possible by means of dampened cloths or mops. It should never
be needlessly stirred up by a broom
or duster, as this practice only
spreads the dust and germs."
and
These are wise instructions
should be observed by every one, as
consumption Is much easier prevented than cured.
Colds should receive quick attention, as they leave the lungs in a peculiarly receptive condition for th?
tubercular germ.
MORTUARY

COUNTY.

142
88
25
71
130
89
45
135
133
27
158
189
95
154

N. W

Southern Pac
St. Paul
Southern Hy
Union Pac

284

179
48
105
31
23

V. H. S. Com

Pfd
Green Con
Shannon
Santa Fe Cop
Cop Ilange
North Butte
liutte Coal

96
116
38
181
14

The National Copper Mining company, operating In Whitewater canyon of the Burro mountains, is preparing to install a Norwalk air compressor with a capacity of 350 cubic
feet of air a minute, says the Silver
City Enterprise. The compressor will
not only operate the air drills, but
will also run the hoist and pumps.
This Is a new wrinkle In mining in
the Burro mountains that of using
air where steam is now used and I?
likely to be more generally followed
n
A
concentratIn the future.
ing mill will also be erected upon
the properties of the company for the
treatment of the Immense tonnage of
concentrating ore that has been opened up under the able management ot
C. P. Laughlin, the manager of the
company and a large stockholder in
the same. The ore yields very readily to concentration, tests to this effect having been made in Denvc;'.
The bodies are of Immense size, one
ledge being sixty feet across.
The
National is destined to become ono
of the great copper producing properties In a great copper producing
district and will take its place alongside of the other big companies now
operating in the Burro mountain.
The credit for this is largely due It
C. P. Laughlin, who has had charge
of the development work from the
start and whose Implicit faith in the
property has not gone unrewarded.
St. Iouls capitalists are behind the
project.
100-to-
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The examinations for the It h odes
scholarship for New Mexico opened
at the university this morning and
will continue till tomorrow evening.
Three young men are engaged in the
effort to obtain the prize; Ralph
Tuscher and Hugh Frynn of Albuquerque, and Frank Light of Silver
City.
The examinations
for today
will Include from 9 a. m. to 11 a. m.,
translation from Latin Into r.ngllsh;
I p. m. to 3 p. in., Latin prose; 4
p. m. to 6 p. m arithmetic.
Tomorrow it will be as follows: 9 a. m. to
m.,
translation from Greek to
II a.
English; 1 p. m. to 2 p. m., Latin
grammar; 2:10 p. m. to 8:10 p. m.,
Greek grammar; 4 p. m. to 6 p. m.,
Algebra or geometry.
This is the second examination of
this character to be held In the territory and will probably result in the
placing of another New Mexican representative at Oxford university, one
having previously succeeded in attaining the much sought scholarship.
It must not be understood that the
present test Is competitive as the.
papers at the close of the examination ure mailed to the committee
chosen at Oxford, where If they prove
satisfactory the other qualifications
of the various applicants described under the Rhodes will, will be examined
Into and a decision reached accordingly.
Under the conditions Imposed
by Mr. Rhodes It is quite possible
for men to successfully pass the
mental examinations and .fall completely In other respects, as Is shown
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
by the fact thut In 1904 five states
failed to furnish a qualified representative and In 1905 eight states fell
The following quotations were re- short of the mark. The scholarships
ceived by F. Graf & Co., brokers, are valuable and much sought after
over their own private wires from as they confer upon the successful
New York, room 37, Barnett Buildstudents an equivalent of $1,500 per
ing:
year each, for the term of three
years, to say nothing of the advanNew York Slock.
tages obtained from foreign travel
May Wheat
77
and experience.
May Corn
ia
not be
The final decision will
May Cotton
951
reached before sometime in March
Aran Sugar
132
or April.
Amal Copper
115
Amn Smelters
150Vi
Amn Car Foundry
44V4 AIR COMPRESSOR
AND
105 H
Atchison Com
Anaconda
28H4
B. & 0
118
OTHER IMPROVEMENTS
B. It. T
79
189
Canadian Pacific
Colo Fuel
54 Vt
TO UK INSTALLED UY NATIONAL
16 V4
C G. W
COPPER COMPANY IN GRANT
38
Erie Com

C. & A

REMEDIES TO
CURE

Yesterday afternoon at the home
of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Vine Mason in Silver
City,
their
daughter, Miss Mary, was united in
marriage to Frank Vesley of New
York. The ceremony was private and
the happy couple left last evening
on a wedding trip to Los Angeles and
southern California points.
i pun their return they will take
up their residence In Silver City. The
bride is the accomplished daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Vine Mason, valued
residents of Sliver City and by reason of a charming personality has a
host of warm friends In that com
munity who will wish her every Joy
in her new life. The groom, although
a resident of Sliver City but a comparatively short time, has also made
many friends by reason of his gentlemanly and courteous bearing.
Mr.
Vesely Is one of the most famous
In
America, holding at the
athletes
present time, the national champion
ship in
He Is a member
of the Bohemian Boat club of New
York and of New York lodge, No.
1, li. P. O. E.
The gentleman is the
possessor of twenty-nin- e
medals and
cups
won
loving
four
In sculling
races along the Atlantic coast.
They came In from the south this
morning, and continued west, via the
Santa Fe limited, for California.

'i

Kansas City Live Stuck.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 17. Cattle
receipts 7,000, including 200 southerns. Market seady. Native steers
steers $3.50i
$4.20 6.75; southern
5.25; southern cows $2.25 lit 3.75 ; naS2.251i'5.00;
tive cows ami heifers
stock era and feeders S3.254.80;
bulls $3.004.50; calves $3.50 (in 7.50;
western fed steers $3.75 (fi 5.75 ; western fed cows $2.50 W 4.25.
Sheep receipts 6,000. Market 5 to
10 cents lower. Muttons $4.75ii5.75;
lambs $6.75 v 7.50; range wethers
)5.004i fi.50; fed ewes $4.00 'a 5.25.

Chicago Livestock.
SEVENTEEN FOUND PLOTChicago, Jan. 17. Cattle receipts
S.ooO.
Market steady. Beeves
cows and heifers $1.60 SD
TING AGAINST DIAZ
5.25; stockers and feeders $2.50(S)4.-6Texans $3.75 if 4.60; calves $6.00
I 8.00.
WHEN CONSPIRATORS
20,000.
Sheep receipts
Market SURPRISE
ARE GIVEN SENTENCES Til
steady. Sheep $3.75fi 7.55:
lambs
PRISON INSTEAD OF UK.
$6.601 7. SO.
1NG ORDERED SHOT.
Produce Market.
17.
Wheal, May
Chicago, Jan.
A dispatch
from El Paso, dated
,
corn. May,
July
77 0k
Jan. 15, says: Word bus reached
4
38,
May
oats,
July
July
45,
this point from Chihuahua, Mexico,
35U; pork, May $16.60, July $16.75; that
seventeen men have been con(?r60;
July
$9.57
May
$9.55.
lard.
for plotting
victed and sentenced
ribs. May $!t.l71-..- . July $!.27.
against the government of Diaz.
The conspirators, it was believed,
Metal Murkrt.
up
New York, Jan. 17. Lead market would upon conviction be lined
wall and shot. The
steady 6 6i6.25; copper market linn against a prison
fact that they escaped capital pun24. 50'd 25.0o; silver 67 7,.
ishment has surprised those familiar
with the fate of others found guilty
Money Market.
on for offending in this way.
New York. Jan. 17. Money
The convicted men and their senprime mercantile, tences
call, easy 2iii
are: Ramon Sarabia, seven
paper 6 fa 6 .
years and one month; Vlncente de la
Torre, five years and six months;
St. Ixuis Wool Market.
Eduardo Gonzalez, three years and
Wool
Mo.,
Louis,
St.
Jan.
Nemesio Tejeda, two
six months;
unchanged.
and
years ami six months; thirteen others,
sentences of one and two years.
KMltr Market.
The first four will be Incarcerated
St. Louis. Mo., JaJi. 17. Spelter
at liua and the others at a military
steady $6.70.
prislon. The men left Chihuahua for
ihe City of Mexico escorted by a
POPI I.AK itoswr.i.L
4'OIPLK MAItltV. company of forty rurales.
Albert llanny, assistant cashier of
the First National bunk of Itoswell
and Miss Eva Tlgduy, daughter of
Mr. C. Higday, were quietly married
Sunday night by Dev. John Murray,
FAR REACHING EFFECT
pastor of the Methodist
Episcopal
church, ut the parsonage in Itoswell.
The groom Is one of Boswell's brightest young business men and has been ii
iiuui:ki:m i:s
connected with the First National
MV UK lillWVN IN" IMMW
bank for seven or eight years. The
csi:s.
bride, who has lived in Itoswell for
fiinsldei able comment iti iudultrcl
four years, is noted for her womanliness and charm of face and manner in amonu lawyers regarding the efand holds a high place in the regard fects of the recent decision of tho
and esteem of all who know her. territorial supreme court with respect
Both are very popular and have the to the Belling of liquor to Indians.
A number of these cases are now
best wishes of a very large circle of
friends and acquaintances.
iu the hands of United Ictatcs Ma- -

The Fulton Folding

go-cu-

go-ca- rt

s.

picked up from the Santa Fe tracks
near the viaduct, where they Insisted upon lying with their heads across
the rails. They were "Asleep at the
Switch." The others were so drunk
they were down and out, near thn
corner of Second street and Coal ave.
nue. The police had to haul them t
Jhe city Jail in a dray wagon.
This morning Judge Crawford gave
each of the men five days ot service
on the streets.
In view of the present condition of the Albuquerque
thoroughfares, the arrests were timely. The men are all adepts with thj
shovel. They got busy cleaning the
crossings this morning.
No report was made of the arrest
of one Braden, by Patrolman Babbitt last night, for failure to liquidate for a pair of choice "T" bone
steaks he had ordered at a local supply house for the department of the
human Interior. Braden was several
sheets in the wind, according to reports.

IN MAILS AT NOGALES
CARRYING THE "NO I'IRKVRMS
IXm SONORA" ODDER TO
THE KXTREMK.
A dispatch from Nogales. Arizona,
says: The Mexican government has
had considerable trouble
with the
Yaquls for many years, and every
percautlon has been taken to stop
them from securing any llrenrms, but
it has not always been successful.
As a last resort the officials have issued an order prohibiting the Importation of firearms of any description Into Mexico, and In order to assure them that none ure going In
through the malls, the customs officials have exerted more than usual
care In Inspecting all packages from
the United States.
The other day, however, a man
from Hermoslllo, having business in
St. Louis ami being unable to return
home for the holidays, purchased
some tops for his children and sent
Upon rethem by mall to them.
ceipt of the package in Nogales,
the customs Inspector opened It
and, finding two small toy pistols,
suitable for children and of very
cheap construction, seized them and
returned them to the house they
were ordered from.
This amusing incident is only one
of the many that occur dally at the
border postotTlces.

morning, at 1 o'clock, of tuberculosis.
The body will be shipped to Van
Wert for burial. Miss Hall, who
23 years old, came to AlbuquerqU;
for her health rive months sin?.
Her parents and a sister who came
with her were at the bedside when
she died. Mr. Hall is a well known
business man of the Iowa i itv.

i:mk xtion

rt I'H.s wanted.

Methods MarchcKl breathing uaJ
rounding tones. Ktnnierson on expresStudio,
Mrs. Glenn H. Daily.
sion.
room
Grand Central hotel,
o

too lath to classify.

one Sound fresh Jercheap If taken at once.
Address XXX Citizen office or call
up Automatic phone 64 5,

FOK SALE
sey cow,

ALBERT FABER'Q
308-31- 0

lk.
PER

H

WEATHER AND NATIVES
I
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The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1907

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Ueal Kstate
Cash
Due from other Banks

PK4J.

EIAI5ILITIES
Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

'

,

m

Marble Ave.

315

MAPLE, WITHOUT
ADULTERA
TIONS OF ANY KIND.
FOUND

8ubscrid and sworn to before me this 8th day of
January, A. D. 1907.
R. M. MERRITT,
Notary Public.

ONLY AT MAIiOY'S.

The basket ball dance tonight will
be one of the best of the season. The
floor will be in specially good condition. An orchestra of five pieces will

DIRECTORS.

furnish the music.

u

Putronlze the "New Home"
ery, 213 West Railroad avenue.

to Eat

Good

Oo To

MARKET

ERIES,
.

f.

MEATS,

GROC-

and SALT

FRESH

s

m

W. J. JOHNSON.

The

STAPLE & FANCY

IrHsi

LUNA,

J. C BALDR1DOE,

Im-

We occupy two lar ft
store roomi with a
complete line ot

.

SOLOMON

Rak- -

We do It right. ROUGH DRY.
perial Laundry Co.

GROCERY AND MEAT

i

I, W. 8. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement la true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER,
V. P. & Cash.

GROCERY

CASH

CLVH HOUSE .MAPLE SYRUP IS
GUARANTEED
TO , RE
PURE

u
....

.

ia.

rv

Something

XT'

Territory of Xew Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:

Soda or Oyster Crackers
22 lbs. each net,

7c
ALBUQUERQUE

-

150,000.00
69,044.21
1,299,919.68

II. 508,963.79

by the box, about
per lb.

Since the weather has exemplified
literally that old one about the rain
never- falling but it pours, it has remained for the prllce to copy the
same In a figurative sense.
Yesterday six arrests disturbed the
calm of things in the police department which has obtained since the
Inception of the new year..' Today
there were four, and all plain drunks.
Nolcolas Montoya. Margarita Fernando. Refugio Belasquez and Joso
Cobarubla, natives engaged on Santa
Fe construction in an "extra" ganr.
were paid off yesterday afternoon and
They all
the expected happened.
Montoya and
got "muy boraeho."
one of the remaining
three wer?

$

Zu-Z-

CO..

CHAMPION

$1,005, 430. 28
5,038.95
13,421.97
117,469.26
367,605.33
$1,508,96J.7

Three pkgs., or any multiple at ono
time, one kind or assorted:
City Soda, Faust Oyster, Social
Tea. & O'clock Tea. Fig Newton,
Groham. Frotana, Butter Thin, Zwie
back. Cracker Meal, Small Nabisco
Wafers.
Large Nabisco Wafers, 20c box.
6 for
Biscuit and
Borona

PAY DAY NIGHT FINDS SECTION
MEN ASLEEP ON THE
TRACKS.

Building

REPORT OF.THE CONDITION

25c,

l( You Want

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

Open till Tuesday. 6 p. m., the 22 1.
for everybody, the following kinds of
Inner Seal
Crackers nt

POULTRY,

ETC

Best Lucca Olive Oil a
Specialty.
I'rompt delivery lo all parts
ol the cily.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

telephone

makes

the

duties lighter, the cares less,
and ths worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

The telephone preserves
health, prolongs your llf
protects your horns.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

0;

'VV--

ii

m hi

.

i.

' 'wFtw

L0MM0RI&

MATTEUCCI

REMOVAL

76,;
5li';

Alvarado,

French Bakery

. .

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
vie ws or
. .

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

Cathedral, Commercial Club
HouseholdGoods of Every Description

JW&- Borradaile & Co,
-

To 202 East Railroad Ave.

&J3&'

H7 W. Cold Ave.

RaynoldV New Building

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

17.-ste- ady

Miss llexHie May Hall.
Miss Uessle May Hall, of Van Wert,
Iowa, died at the home of her father,
K. P. Hall, on South Edith street, this

ciosco.

ALIU Ol EROI ANS VISIT
SILVER CITY.
I. A. Die, the lumber magnate of
Albuquerque, arrived In the city
Wednesday to confer with Q. J. Salle,
local manager of the Crescent Lumber company.
E. B. Quickel, for years one of the
proprietors of Zclger's cofe, Albuquerque's noted drinking place, was
In the city last week, visiting his sou,
who is an Instructor at the skating
rink. Mr. Quickel has recently retired from Zleger's and will take llfo
easy the rest of his days. Silver City
Enterprise.
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EXEMPLIFY OLD ADA6E

Biiitcr-In- .

A

PISTOL

TOY

Here In a folding
with
more Mrong and practical point
rt
on the market.
than ny
Every feature waa designed to
meet the particular requirement
of mothers for the health and
comfort of their children. Among
of
the moat attractive feature
are
the Fulton folding
and
It pretty
the following:
graceful lines, It beautiful piano
finish, the flexible swinging seat
which prevents all jolt or jar to
the baby, the back of the leather
seat can be Instantly changed
from a sitting to a reclining position, making a most comfortable
resting place for a sleeping child.
It being so shaped a to perfectly
fit the body of any child. It can
be folded In five seconds time so
It will fit a trunk, go In a suit
case or can be carried in the
hand. See them at
go-ca- rt

Assistant United States Attorney
Medler believes that the court's decision only applies to the Pueblo InHe admits the citizenship
dians.
point may be raised, but he declared
that where an Indian is under tlu
jurisdiction of reservation authorities there could be no such question,
and the guilt or Innocence of the defendant would have to be established
from the testimony of witnesses to
the overt act.

SEIZES

Go-Ca- rt

The Matthew Dairy Co.
Start the New Year With a Greeting to

All.

Messrs. Jonea and McFall, experience ! men Just from the Bell Vernon
Farms Co. Dairy, of Loa Angeles, will have the business In charge. This
One trial
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
Yours for 1907,
and you are our customer.
THE MATTHEW DAIItV CO.
THOMPSON". JONES and McFALL, Proprietors.

t;

J.

Have Your Hand

Read by Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand

BALPRIDGE

Has Arrived, Will Remain a Short Time Only

PAINT Covers more, loot best, wetri the
ogeet, most economical; full measure.
D1NU PAPER Alwaya In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
rlaai, Sash, Doors, Etc.
ALBUGUERQUE, NEW MIX.
T STREET AND COAL. AVE.

Tells the past present and future. Reunites separated, tell' how
to gain the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed In business, speculations, marriuge, law suits; locates i uneral.
ItllADINtJ, 25 AND SO C'KXTS AND
ROOM 33 GRAND CENTRAL 1IOTKL.

C.

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAQO LUMBER
SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

.

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 622 West Railroad avenue. Nervoua diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; you
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particular. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 2 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK. M. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

AI.KUQUERQUE

PACE SIX.

HSTERlOLDlCONDIIIONS

ON COUNTRY

THE PUBLIC

BRICKS FROM

In Mohave In Hawaii Owing to Influx of By Congressmen of Their Re
Portuguese Immigrants
spectlve Sections. IllustraCounty. Arizona-Valu- ed
With Families.
ted by Senator Plumb.
at $60,000.
Gold

Road.

iiil'ini. nlly assisted
C5f. Ayers. nrrom-pitnle- d
another monster Rolil brick In
from OoM Itoml to Wells Kuro,
Tuosilay. snys the KInKmiin Mineral
It was Blood out In the
Wenltli.
Rtreet for an hour to give the stroiiR
men an opportunity to lift it and
th tenderfoot experts i view of a
fourteen ilnyn' product of u Mohiive
county (jolil mine. This brick was
valued ttt about $60,001) and is the
century mark for gold bricks from
the (treat Hold Itoad mine. One
hundred shining bricks with an
average of tfiO.000 a brick. 15,000,-00more than the Stratum Independence mine at Cripple Creek produced for the same length of time.
The Oold Road Is a marvelous treasure vault. Old Joe when he crept
under the shad? of the outcrop to
post his notice never dreamed of the
wealth of clean mmey stored by
nature under the jagged outcrop.
Old Joe's share of the sale of the
mine, $20,000, soon found Its way
Into the dead fulls set up in his trail,
and a dose, of poison ended his short
career as a financier. His spirit now
roums at will In the underground
Workings and the miners often hear
the click of his prospecting hammer
and his bueno as he chips off a rich
chunk. Sometimes he gets tired below and signals ten bells, that Is now
known around the mine as Old Joe's
fresh air signal. He always comes
up on Judge Welsh's shift, as he is
so careful, poco, poco, It Is so easy
for a spirit to get caught between
the cage and timbers:
Crosscuttlng on the 700 has disclosed three large paying veins. The
ore Is said to be of a much higher
grade than on the levels above,
though the output shows the richness
of the upper ores. A much greater
output of the standard metal may be
expected In the future than In the
past.

Iy

1'inlvr SIhtIiT
MfsnpiiRer

0,

'

CONGRESS

ASKED

Tin- - arrival of the I'nrtuguew who
came on the Suverlc and have been
distributed among the vnrinu.i plantations of the inland has produced a
very crowded condition In some of
the schools of the territory. A large
number of the new Immigrants were
Inducements
One of the
children.
which brought many of the Portuguese to Hawaii was the promise of
Tree schooling for their children.
Hut some of the schools were already lilted nlmost to their capacity,
and the addition of the Portuguese
has filled them to overflowing. The
matter was brought to the attention
of the board of education recently by
a communication which was received
from Mis. Overeinl. principal of the
Walpahu (Oahu plantation) school,
who states that she has been compelled to turn away numerous children
from the school because of the fact
that there Is no room for them.
Mrs. Overend states
that on account of the fact that the Portuguese
children huve no knowledge of English, It Is necessary to take them all
Into the receiving room, which already has 63 pupils. There are four
teachers In the school and the seating capacity Is only 208. Many of the
children who have always lived nt
Walpahu have been clpipf letf to
wait for an opportunity to enter the

school.

Superintendent

Babbitt thought the

be passed up to

the
legislature to remedy. He said that
It is Impossible to provide another
room, on account of the fact that the
matter ought to

department of instruction Is out of
Incidental funds, having only 72 cents
left and but $32 In the repair fund. It
has even been necessary for the superintendent to borrow $10 worth of
stamps to carry on his correspondence.
Mr. Farrlngton said that the matter
Is a serious one, as discontent Is liable
to develop among the Portuguese If
they think that the promises of free
schooling for the children are not to
be fulfilled. It involved the possible
success of a broad immigration policy.

A writer
in the Atlantic Monthly
tells about the great power the country press exerts In congress. As a
matter of fact, the congressmen, the
western congressmen In particular,
pays far more attention to what the
editor of a country weekly in his
district says than he does to what the
New York Herald, or the Chicago
Inter-Ocea- n
or the Washington Post
says. If a congressman reads a crit
icism In a metropolitan newspaper
of something he has done, or failed
to do. he regards It more ns an ad
vertisement of himself than as a det
riment to him. He knows that the
men who elect him will not see It.
while the attention of the country-habeen called to him by a paper
that circulates all over the country.
Hut if, In a country paper of his district, appears an article criticising
him, he breaks tils neck to find out
what has happened to cause it. He
voters
knows that several hundred
will read It. voters who will cast u
ballot for or against him at the next
election, and he goe to work at once
to square himself with the editor, although he would have paid no attention whatever to the same thing
if It had appeared In a metropolitan
dally.
The success of Senator Plumb
was due In a great measure to the
fact that he kept close tab on the
country newspapers of Kansas. He
subscribed for practically every one
of them, and his clerks read them.
cutting out and bringing to him whatever of politics or public thought they
of politics or public thought they
contained. Plumb could sit down with
a country editor, and discuss issues
and quote exchanges in a way that
would make the editor believe that
he himself had not kept good track
of things In Kansas. Plumb's memory was wonderful, his Industry un
ending, and his ambition unbounded.
And one of the tilings that he deemed
of more Importance than all else was
to keep in close touch with the country newspapers of the state. From
them he got Inspiration and knowl
edge. He did not care what the New-York World thought of him so long as
the Medicine Lodge Cresset, the Em
poria Republican, the Atchison Globe
and the other Kansas newspapers
said lie was all right. And they al
ways said It. Lawrence Gazette.

Similar conditions were reported as
TO PAY WAR BILLS
regards the school at Alea. Mr. Babbitt said that he could supply a teachIf quarters could be obtained. It
er
IXTRO-1L"CKS
ANDUKWS
VKLtUATK
was finally resolved to place the mot-te- r
111LI.S FOIt MEIJEF
before the plantation authorities
OF NEW MEXICO
and request them to assist the educational department in the way of pro- LAS VEGAS FRATERNAL
CITIZENS.
viding accommodation for the chilORIEIt OF KAfil.ES.
dren of the new arrivals. Honolulu
The Fraternal Order or Eagles
Delegate Andrews has introduced Bulletin.
held an Installation of officers and
the following bills for the relief of
a banquet at their hall Tuesday-night-,
Manuel Madril and Lewis Kahn. The
Harsh physics react, weaken the
which was well attended by
bills huve been referred to the com- bowels, cause chronic constipation. the members, In spite of the excepon
delegate
mittee
claims and the
Doan's Reglets operate easily, tone tionally bad weather, says the Las
will endeavor to push them through the stomach, cure constipation.
25c. Vegas Optic.
alduring
possible
session,
this
if
Ask your druggist for them.
The officers who were installed to
though the time wherein so to do is
serve for the ensuing year were ns
very short. The bills read:
follows: William H. Lewis, worthy
JAPANESE COOK USES
A bill for the relief of Manuel Mapast
Meloney,
A.
A.
OX MINER. president;
KNIFE
Mexico.
dril of New
president;
D. C. Winters,
A Japanese cook at the Pyramii worthy
by the senate and
Be it enacted
became incensed at some re- worthy vice president; A. M. Adler,
house of representatives
of the mill
Tom
Hlauvelt.
made by a miner and made a worthy treasurer;
mark
conIn
United States of America
murderous attack on him with a worthy secretary; Ike Lewis, worthv
gress assembled.
Frank Mantinez, Inner
knife, says the Kingman chaplain:
That the secretary of the treasury butcher
he struck the' guard; Frank Gonzales, outer guard;
fury
In
Miner.
his
be, and he Is hereby, authorized and man on the head, cutting quite aj Dr. F. M. Desmarals, worthy physidirected to pay, out of any money in
The other men prevented thJi cian, and T. J. Raywood, J. Thorn-hi- ll
the treasury not otherwise apropriat-ed- , gash.
and D. F. McGuire, trustees.
Jap
from
further use of the knife,
3,3
Ma10 to Manuel
the sum of
James Harrison acted as Installing
In taking It away from him cut
and
county,
dril, of Coyote, Rio Arriba
severely. officer for the grand lodge and perone of his nands quite
New Mexico, In full compensation for They
gave him a few kicks formed his duties In an exceptionally
then
property taken and used by the UniMr. Harrison expected
It would do him the most good able manner.
ted States army during the civil war where
some representative
of the
that
He
and
him
threw
into
the
kitchen.
between the states.
great penltance for his rash grand lodge would be present to ofshowed
A bill for the relief of Louis Kahn.
act and the boys let him off easy. ficiate and was taken entirely unBe it enacted by the senate and house He came into town, showing a beau- awares when called upon to take
of representatives of the United
black eye and a few bruises charge of the installation work.
states of America In congress as- tiful
A fine banquet was served after
boys had playfully bestowed
the
that
sembled.
the work had been performed and a
on
him.
That the secretary" of the treasury
number of short toasts and addresses
be, and he is hereby, authorized and
"Suffered day and night the tor by various members present adde 1
directed to pay to the legal represenment of itching piles. Nothing help greatly to the enjoyment of the octatives of Louis Kahn, deceased, for- ed me until I used Doan's Ointment. casion. The lodge at this session
merly of Mora, Mora county, terri- It cured
me permanently." Hon. voted a generous contribution to be
tory of New Mexico, the sum of
John R. Garrett. Mayor, Glrard, Aln. donated to the Las Vegas hospital.
out of any money In the treasury not otherwise appropriated, for
head of horses
the value of forty-tw- o
purchased from him by Captain
Julius C. Shaw, company A, first New
volunteers, during
Mexico mounted
the year 1861, and used by said company while in the service of the United States during year 1861, the
money hereby appropriated to be in
full settlement and satisfaction of the
claim of the legal representatives of
Louis Kahn against the government
of the United States.
$5,-25- 0,

STUDY OF ENGLAND'S
NEW AMBASSADOR

E

ASSESSMENT VALUE OF SHEET
MAY HE KAISEO TO 2 I'EK
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EV

TRICT LACKS
Is Transportation. Which Hinders Development of Good

Mines and Prospects.
A mining engineer who
represents
eastern investors In conversation at
F.I
Paso, Texas, Tuesday said the
following, reports the El Paso Her.
aid.
The greater portion of mv life was
spent In the Mogollon district. Located as It Is. at a distance from the
railway, and attracting very little
attention of the general public, I had
not expected
to find much but a
bunch of prospects of more or less
value. I found mines with from 300
to 25,000 feet of development work.
and a number of as good reduction
plants as can be found In the coun-- t

ry.

The Last Chance mine which Is
operated by Ernest Crafig for the
Ernestine
Mining
company,
has
enough ore blocked out for a much
larger mill than is now working.
1 was told that the old
Confidence
mine, owned by Colorado people,
w nu n
has been Idle a few years, will
soon be In operation with a large
yanlde plant, which has been found
tlie most successful treatment for the
ores of this class in the district. This
mine has 20,000 feet of development
work and has been a big producer
In the past with the old
mation process.
The Little Fannie people have been
opening that noted mine with entirely new workings, the old work
In the years which It was Idle having caved too badly to attempt to
open. This mine produced In Its former history more than a million and
a half from one of the richest ore
shoots In the camp. It Is sure to
be a big producer again.
Almost surrounding
the Fannie
group and running along the Fannie
vein to the west is the Charlie group
of mine claims owned by the Mogol
lon Gold and Copper company. De
velopment work on the Charlie re
cently opened Into a body of high
grade free gold ore, and from its
dip there seems to be no doubt but
the famous Little Fannie ore shoot
has been cut. The Fannie shoot was
known to dip to the west and it has
been expected that It would be en
countered in the Charlie, therefore
It is no surprise to the management.
The average of this vein in the Fannie
was about $4K a ton for twelve feet
of ore. with some bodies much bet
ter, and that from the Charlie will
average fully as high for the entire
vein.
This Is the most Important
strike of recent date In the camp.
in the next canyon to the north is
the well known Cooney mine also
owned by the Mogollon Gold and
Copper company. At this mine is a
most complete and up to date con
centratlng mill of about 100 tons
dally capacity.
The Cooney
was
closed down almost two years ugo
but development work has been pro
gressing ever since, until now there
is a good ore reserve ahead and the
mill will be started Just as soon as
sufficient fuel ss in the yard. The
Cooney and Leap Year also belonging
to this
company, are connecting
mines with the same character of
ore. the latter having a record of
a quarter of a
million. Besides
these mines the company owns three
other fine groups In the same can
yon, none of which, however,
have
much development although all have
produced shipping ore. The company has the largest holding in the
district.
The Enterprise company is to have
a cyanide mill Just as soon as It can
be built. They have a small plant
in operation now, but the percentage
of saving by this process was not
satisfactory, therefore the authorization of a new cyanide plant.
There are many other mines in
this district which are being systematically developed, and with a railroad, values would go up four-fol- d
at once. Lack of decent transportation Is the great and only drawback.
It is believed a road will go into the
district very soon and those who are
not in before that time will find it
.
hard to get in.
The gentleman would not say just
what property he had been in the
camp to examine, as that was for
his employers.
He said,
however,
that he expected to return to New
Mexico In a very short time and
when he returned there would be
something doing.
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COXTE.MlLAT!.l.

The territorial board of equalization
was In session Tuesday afternoon
and yesterday forenoon at the office
of the traveling auditor in Santa Fe.
o
The following were present:
Jaramlllo, secretary; J. A. Ma- P. Krveln, Martin
honey, Robert
Lohinan. J. F. Hlnkle and Alejandro
Sandoval, members. Traveling Audi
tor Charles V. Safford was also In at
tendance. During the sessions Tues
day and yesterday the board was en
gaged in getting Information con
cerning tax values and tax matters,
Yesterday forenoon consultations were
had as to the tax values for the year
1907.
It Is understood that there
will not be many changes from last
year's valuations; the assesment of
the Pecof Valley & Northwestern
railway will likely be raised from
13.500 per mile to $3,750 per mile
an Increase of 1250 per mile; It is
that the valuation of
understood
sheep will be raised from $1.32 per
head to $2 per head. The board was
also in session yesterday afternoon
considering assessment values. The
chances are that an adjournment wil
be had Friday.

if wmWwm
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TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
BKOMO quinine
Take LAXATIVK
Tablets. Druggist refund money if
tt fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
h'igukture It oa etch box. J5c.

TlllltMAY. JAMAIIV

ers at $4.25 to $4.50, and Blockers In
same shipments nt $3.75 to $4.25.
These cattle netted the owners $33.80
per head, said to be the highest net
price per head for a full train load of
New Mexico cattle since 1S82. Colorado beef steers sold nt $4.75, feeders $4.25 to $4.C5, storkers $3.85 to
$4.25, medium cows at $2.75 to $3.05.
Idaho Mockers sold last week at
$.1.fi: to $4.05, stock cows $2.55. Panhandle stacker sold today ut $3.50
to $4.1.). cows at $2.R0. heifers $3.10,
heavy calves $3.50 to $4.60. Hulls are
selling at the highest prices of the
winter, and cows also are regarded as
very high, as compared with steers.
Fed steers are selling today ot $4.50
to $5.80, although good
to choice
steers would reach $6.00 to $6.60.
The market on muttons closed last
week steady, lambs closing 10 cents
lower for the week. The run today Is
la. Olio head, lambs steady, sheep uneven, ranging from steady
to 10
cents lower. Northern
Colorado
ewes sold at $5.00 today, weighing
106 pounds and some of the Standard
Meat company's ewes from Almemi,
sold at $5.25 .wethers $5.75 and lambs
at $7.35. Other sales of fed western
lambs today were nt $6.75 to $7.50,
weighing from 60 to 83 pounds,
yearling at $6.15 to $6.40. Cholc
light yearlings made $6.60 late last
week.
No pea fed stuff Is here today, some of these lambs selling late
last week at $7.00 to $7.25, as the
offerings were generally light weight.
Some Ijiniar lambs soldat $7.50 middle of last week.

DIS- -

STOCK

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

....

ALBUQUERQUE

Capitol and surplus. $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

Kansas City, Jan. 11. Representative sales of western cattle at Kansas
City this week:
Placlta H. Co., Las Alamos, N. M.
259 steers, 863 lbs., $4.60; 61 steers
857 lbs., $4.50; 360 steers, 858 lbs.,
$4.45; 106 steers, 895 lbs., $4.25; 136
steers, 894 lbs., $4.20; 22 steers. 937
lbs.. $3.85; 28 steers, 1052 lbs., $3.75.
Springer Cattle Co., New Mexico
203 steers, 709 lbs., $4.35; 225 steers,
635 lbs., $4.25; 78 steers, 509 lbs.,
$4.25; 78 steers. 524 lbs., $4.25; 32
steers, 863 lbs., $3.75.
I.H Cueva R. Co., New Mexico.
62
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PEN AND INK SKETCH F THE RIGHT HON'. JAMES BRYt'E
WHO Sl'CCEKDS SIR MORTIMER D IT. AND
As
AMBASSADOR
TO
A

WASHINGTON.

Facilities.

Solicits

and

OrriCERS AND DIRECTORS
Presluent: W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, . sat. Cashier; rvm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon

ALBUQUERQUE,

$6.25.
C.

Dunegan,

O.

orricKRB and ommeromm

$7.05;

FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

u.

Cashier

Assistant Cashier
Director
m.

DcmomiTorrr

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchlsoa, Topcks

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Compaay

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Safety Deposit boxes for

Rent Drafts Issued on all parts

the Wori J

248 ewes,

Wednesday, January 9.
J. L. Hurt, Monte Vista, Colo.
1108 lambs, 66 lbs., 7.10.
J. H. Deeds, Monte Vista, Colo.
791 lambs, 70 lbs., $7.25.
C. O. Dunegan, Alamosa, Colo.
244 ewes. 80 lbs., $4.85; 293 lambs,
64 lbs.,

President
vice President

M. W. PLOTJRNOT

New-Mexi-

Alamosa, Colo.

276 lambs, 64 lbs.,
79 lbs.. $4.85.

ll.

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA S. RATNOIiDS

lbs., $2.50.
J. W. Hutson, Meridian, Idaho. 2J
stockers, 614 lbs., $3.75; 45 stock
cows, 770 lbs., $2.55.
Note.
The Placlta Ranch company's trains of cattle netted $33.80

per head, highest price per head for
of
since 1882.
Representative
sales of western
sheep and lambs here this week:
Monday, Jan. 7, 1907.
G.
Marshall, Arena, Colo. 575
lambs, 67 lbs., $7.20.
Robb & Ahrens, Monte Vista, Colo.
66 lbs., $7.10.
till lambs,
Tuesday, January 8.
J. P. Stevenson, Rocky Ford, Colo.
482 lambs, 75 lbs., $7.60.
J. L. Hurt, Monte Vista, Colo.
550 lambs, 65 lbs., $7.10; 180 ewes,
89 lbs., $5.00; 15 yearlings, 77 lbs.,

Cro-iwe-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

J. J. Rambo, Nampa, Idaho. 9
feeders, 884 lbs., $4.05; 10 stockers.
551 lbs., $3.65; 15 stock cows, 794

a train load of cattle out

una, A. M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnot, O. E.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FC RY.

cows, 943 lbs., $3.40; 2 cows, 815 lbs.,
$3.00.
It. H. Smith, Springer, N. M. 50
calves, 336 lbs., $4.00.
Owner, Colorado. 26 killers, 1114
lbs.. $4.75; 112. feeders.. 963. lbs.,
$4.55; 191 feeders, 630 lbs., $3.70; 68
cows, 1010 lbs., $3.60.

$7.06.

We Want

Your Banking Business
DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Parr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. 1L otrong. Jay A. Hubba.

Letherman & L., Lamar, Colo.
141 lambs, 75 lbs., $7.35; 223 yearlings,

79 lbs.,

$6.25.

Thursday, January 10.
Deltrich & McA., Monte Vista, Colo
571 lambs, 67 lbs., $7.25.
J. W. Irons, Monte Vista, Colo.
280 lambs, 65 lbs., $7.25.
H.Mathlas, Monte Vista, Colo.
268 lambs. 67 lbs., $7.25; 14 yearlings
77 lbs.. . .6.50.
Monte Vista, 284
F. Schroder.
lambs, 62 lbs., $7.20.
R. E. Robb, Monte Vista, Colo.
571 lambs. 62 lbs.. $7.15.
P. L. Frost,
Monte Vista. 644
lambs, 74 lbs., $7.35.
TIIK GOAT BISIXESS
IX PINAL COUNTY.
J. F. Bums, of the Las Cresclente
canyado, owns one of the largest and
highest grade herds of Angora goats
in Pinal county, Arizona, his herd
numbering over 2,500 head.
This
herd brought him In over $3,000 during the year 1906, says the Blade.
cents per pound for
He got thirty-si- x
his best grade of wool and the entire
crop averaged twenty-nin- e
and a
half cents per pound. He sold to
Boston buyers.
He marketed his
surplus kids in Tucson and could
have sold there at good prices fivj
'times the number he had for sale,
He Is making a great success of the
goat business and could not be in-- I
Uuced to change back to the cattle
business. He had with him a beau-- i
tiful laprobtt made of some of his
goat pelts.
They mailt) a light,
warm
perfectly water-proo- f
and
robe. He stutes that a large facto-- y
in Wyoming is now engaged in manufacturing all kinds of robes. ru?s
and clothing out of thesee goat pel's
and the demand for the goods is
growing rapidly. Clothing made of
these pelts is not only rain and wind-proo- f,
but also elegant In appearance.
'
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children, and uo home

te completely happy
tn
cut them, jet the ordeal through
wunu iu" cxpeciam

ordeal that she passes through
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DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
OLD RELIABLE-

ESTABLISHED

-

ftp,

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largaat and Most Excluslra Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAfLROAD ATENUK.

ALBUQUERQTTM.

We Have Weathered

M r'yi

iM

K

If

tha storm

and sunshine and so have our paints.
In fact it's because our paints have
stood time and weather so well that
we are doing such a good business.
We sell the best palats
always.
You'll find our paints the cheapest
because they are the best.
Ready
mixed paints, varnishes, colors and
brushes.
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and MrqueUe

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

its weight in golJ." f 1.00 per
Book containing
bottle of druggists.
valuable i iformation mailed free.
I tit MUDWID RtGlUlQR CO.. Atlanta. Ga.

?

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

mouer

5

1871.

L. B. PUTNEY

NMre
BIGHT HtJN.

SAVINGS

ON

With Ample Meant and Unsurpsssd

must pass usually is so full of suffering:,
danger tod fear that she looks forward
o tbc cri ical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene
properties,
allays nausea, nervousness, and
soothing
trating and
so
and
prepares the system for the
feelings,
all unpleasant

&Ht

NEW MEXICO

SALES

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Jan. 14. The mod
erate supply of 13,000 cattle and cal
ves arrived today, and the market Is
about steady. Adverse reports were
received from Chicago this morning,
where there is a run of 40.000 cattle
and the market 10 to 20 cents lower,
but the supply here today sold without respect to outside influences, as
the offerings did not exceed the urgent local demand. The market
closed last week steady, except for a
slight weakness on cows. The feature
Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
last week was the sale of several Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
trains of northern New Mexico feed- - Imperial Laundry Co.

Wil
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TERRITORIAL BOARD
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EVENING

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Alfeoqaerqae, New Mexico
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MONEY INTO A RAILROAD
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EVENING

NOTES THIRTY

HOOSIER
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Write for Booklet.
The Furniture
Cor. Com & Second, East end Viaduct
Cor. Coal and Second
Auto Phone 474
Colo Phone R 177

WOritl

J. K. Franklin, n well known engineer on the coast lines of the Santa
Fe. left today for Los Angeles, on
Brotherhood matters.
One of the new model engfneo
which are being completed for use
on the Mexican Central railroad by
Works
locomotive
hte American
passed through here yesterday on Its
way to Juarez. The engine was numbered "xp.

Man.

ORGANIZES

FOR WAGE EQUALITY

HOURS ALIVE

--

at Reduced
'

Richard Travis, who recently arrived at Helen with a consignment of
rolling stock for the Grant Brothers
Construction company, and who represents the James T. (lardner Hallway
company, also
Equipment
brought with him some new rolling
stock for the Zuni Mountain Hallway company, which Is to be used In
the transfer of logs from the forests
about Ketner, to the mills of the
American Lumber company at this
point.

!:

Prices.

',

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

,;r? Of"
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,
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Albuquerque Carriage Company

Corntr First Strut and TIJtrat Avon
oooocoooaoooooooaooooocoo

n

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Whips, Axle Oils
and all kinds of saddlery supplies.

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse

Special Correspondence.
Nc York, Jan. 17. In the Interest
Amerlcun women,
of
a remarkable movement has Just
Htarted In this city. It is a leiiRue to
secure, through legislation, an enual-lt- y
between working men anil their
fair sisters in the trades, nrls and
professions.
Of local scope now, the Kiiuality
league of
Women Intends to become a nattonad organization. The founder is Mrs. Harriet
Stanton Blatch, daughter of the illustrious Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Mrs. match Rays there are more
than 5.0011.(100 women in the United
Htajtes
themselves
who support
through their own efforts. Hundreds
of thousands of these women are as
capable as the men who work with
the same capacity. Hut,
Ihem in
according to the founder of the
league, women are discriminated
Frequently
against ly employers.
I hey receive
50 per cent less wages
thun men engaged in similar work,
they often have to serve longer
hours and they are not given deserved
promotion.
"In New York." said Mrs. Blatch,
"there Is an Instance to prove this unequal situation. In the street cleaning department more than 10,000 men
are employed and not one woman. Of
all the city departments this Is the
one that women could most improve.
For centuries women have kept the
world clean. They have a better Idea
of cleanliness, whether It be in the
house or on the street, than men will
ever have. They might not care to
sweep the streets, but they should be
A woman
employed as Inspectors.
should be the head of the department."
Mrs. Blatch declared that In other
city departments women were underpaid.
The league Is to take in women of
n
working
all trade unions,
women, professional women. In fact,
every class who earn their dally
bread. Handed together they are to
fight In the courts and legislative
halls for eijual rights. They will
ralHe funds with which to employ
lobbiests to fight for their measures.
They will enter politics and attempt
through brothers, sweethearts, fathers and friends to defeat their
enemies at the polls.
A great woman's rally will be held
at Cooper Union next month, when a
national organization may he
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FIKFMAN
JOHN ,1. sFFFFIlT, '
Sl .COM XI Mill. II OF
WHO WF.XT DOWN
MTII A
EMPLOYERS MAGAZINE.
MASS OF 1I HHIS AMI
S
The second issue of the Santa Fe
tilVFN IP AS ONF. OF Till:
Employer's Magazine is out the January number. It is even better than
DFAD. TF.I.I.S TIIK SVOHV Ol
the Initial issue and is filled with a
HIS FXPFHIFNCF..
variety of matter of Interest to railroad men generally and especially so
to Santa Fe employes, for whom it Special Correspondence.
Is intended.
The new pension system
New York, Jan. 14. "I'm happy
announced by President Hlpley, the
car shortage, dlcipllne systems, bet- because my wife Is happy." were
words, breathed In a whisper,
terment work on the Santa Fe, and
pulled him out to
news from the various division points, as his
together with notes of travel along air and life, of Fireman John J.
who lay for thirty hours nearly
the Santa Fe, are among the features
without food or drink
this month. A copy of the magazine smothered
In
a veritable funeral pyre made by
is supposed to be received by every
In
employe of the system, there being the ruins of a paper
which two of his fellow firemen met
about 50,000 of them all told.
death.
ItECElTION TO DEN AIR
To cheer Seufert, his comrades
AT NEEDLES, JAN. 23. sang "Waiting at the Church" and
The new recreation building of the other popular
they
souks while
worked desperately for his release.
Santa Fe will have Its formal opening the evening of January 23, at Ills wife, who for half a day believwhich time a reception will be given ed herself a widow, and gave up to
to John Denair, the retiring superinoverwhelming despair, rushed to the
tendent of the Arizona division of ruins when Seufert was known lo be
the Santa Fe and who has been one alive, and her greeting was the first
of the foremost and most progres- to reach him as he was brought
sive resident cltlsens of Needles for forth from the still smoldering ruiuu.
a number of years, says
the Kye.
How does It feel to be burled ally?
With the acceptance of Mr. Denalr'a In a funeral pyre?
resignation by the Santa Fe,i he
years' service
completes twenty-on- e
11Y JOHN J. SIM'FKKT.
for the present Santa Fe coast lines
There was a crash when I was
and the railroad companies which
preceded under the names of the stringing a line of hose on the third
Jumped, but the floor and
Atlantic & Pacific and the Santa Fe floor.
Pacific Hailroad companies. Mr. De- me with It fell through the flames to
Two big bales of
nair is largely Interested In Needles the basement.
property and her citizens will turn
out as a body to speak their good
NURSERY PRODUCTS
will for the retiring superintendent,
as well as their appreciation of the
magnificent buildings which the Santa
AND
FRUIT
SHADE
TREES,
Fe have built and practically present- SHRUBS, VINES AND
FLOWERS.,
ed to the people of Needles.
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.

non-unio-

REVOLVER

WITH HISTORY

IS IN USE ONCE

MORE

ON(K WK.AI'OX OI'

niK

SOMK. WKST-Klt- X
1IM.1IW AYM N IS NOW
A
wFiii'o.v

or

I'ASO

OI'l'U Kit.

under a sage I.um;, iiUy
covered over Willi wind tlijt h:nl been
blnwn by tlie desert wind, was a revolver partly rusH-- and dirty. It had
been I lie earn of defense of Home
who
train robber or highwayman
roamed Ihe "sand hills of New Mexico." but in a rush to make a ijulck
,et away, the gun had been cant
aside to lessen the man'i burden.
ThiN 1m the supposition, says the Kl
1'a.so Herald.
This revolver was found by Special
Ollicer John Uougher, of the El Paso
T.ying

1

Bware of Ointment for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury.
as mercury will surely destroy the sense
of smell and completely derange the
whole system when entering it through
Buch articles
the mucous surfaces.
should never be used except on presphyslclanB, as
reputable
criptions from
the damage they will do la ten fold to
possibly
you
can
derive from
good
the
them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
Wise Counsel From tlio South.
&
Chenney
Co.,
K.
contains no
by
J.
and Is taken Internally, acting
"I want to give some valuable ad- mercury,
surupon
mucous
blood
and
directly
vice to those who suffer with lame faces of the the
system. In buying Hall's
back and kidney trouble," says J. It. Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genIt is taken Internally and made
Blankenship, of Beck, Tenn. "I have uine.
Toledo, Ohio by F. J. Cheney & Co.
proved to an absolute certainty that in
Testimonials free.
Klectrlc Bitters will positively cure
Hold by druggists. Price, 75c. per Dotthis distressing condition.
The first tleTake Hall's Family Pills for
bottle gave me great relief and after
taking a few more bottles, I was completely cured; so completely that it
Accidents will happen, but the best
becomes a pleasure to recommend regulated families keep Dr. Thomas'
this great remedy." Sold under guar- Electric Oil for such emergences. It
antee by all druggists. Trice 60c.
subdues the pain aad heals the hurts.
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stock were on either side of me nnd
1 fell
in a sitting position
a
on
wooden box-prison for thirty
hours.
I felt often the box
sink and settle,
and would shut my eyes to the death
was
that
all around me. Then, first
one bale and next the other seemed
to be crowding in on me as the mass
of rubbish under us settled.
I believe I was .awake the wind?
time, but when they finally brought
me up into the night air 1 thought It
was the same flight of the tire.
Water continued to pour down over
me sometimes In torrents. My helmet
In Hie fall was Jammed down over
my nose and this probably saved me
from drowning.
Sometimes there
would be gushes of water from below, which filled my eyes, nose and
mouth with the foul stuff.
At times, too, the steam was terrific, and the heat would come In
rushes, making breathing Impossimy

ble.

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store

KILL the COUCH
AND

CURE

LUNC8

THE

Dr. King's

WITH

Pric

0NSUMPT10N

forC

60c $1.00
OLDS
Fret Trial.
Surest and Quickest Cur for alt
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
OUGHSand

Second

Albuquerque, N. M.

oaoaoooooooaoaooaoo4
THIRD STREET

Moat Market
Frnh and Salt Maata.
Steam Sauaag Factory.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonle Building, North Third Strta.

W. E. MAUGER

WOOL

with Raaoe ft Manner.
Offlca, 115 North Flrat
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

St

M.

Williams' Indian Pile
cure Hllnrt,
VOTI A CMtJkDI
sua Itching
I'ilcs. ll absorbs the tumors.
tiluys the itcbliiKatoiu-cacts Dealera In Grocerlea, ProTlaiona,
.is a pnultlre, give Instant re
lief. Vr. VMlllomn'inrtlanPileOlnt.
for 1'lle. ami Itch. Fine Una Of ItDDOrted Wins. UnlM
nient
in oi in. pnvMio puri. r.Tery oox is i
your order ata
ny wrih'Kii", ny mm I on rw I and Cigars. ... Place
prli-Ml rent and !.M. WILLIAMS
rlpt orwurntiiieu.
NORTH THIRD STR1
i.iiveiauu. umo,
asnuri.iuninb i'J.. l
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

(0)11

E SDr.

,

u

I

f"1";"

lunri-narei- l

r,i'

D. A, SLEYSTER

BECKER

HOTEL
ro

RANKIN

CO.

1

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAM SHOOK Bitot). Prop.
LIVERY

COMING EVENTS

AND BOARDING STABLB
8ADDLE HOR8ES 8PECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain partlea aa
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No, 112 John K.

--

it

A. E. WALKER,
riRB

INmURANCK.

Secretary Mutual Building 1 nms
tlon. Office at 117 Weat
OF THE COLD avenue.
we appreciate
a perfectly heated
house, but it is not every house that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
is properly warmed. If yours Is lacking In aay way, or if you are undecided what is the best system to in- LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSstall In a new house and need inforFER STABLES.
mation that Is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Hulee Bought and
We are specialist for hot water, hot
changed.
air and steam heating..
or oant in plain wrapper,
BEST TURNOUTS IN TUB CBT1
prepaid, tor
t?1.00, iprM,
or S botl) 02.76.
Second Street, between Railroad aaf
Circular oast oa rvuuoat.
Copper Avenue.

If you want resu'.ts In advertising,
-

North

e

January 18. Murry and Mac-It- , In
opera.
comic
A I
11 A I
AI
hi
n
B 4W Pil
P
yrnu
i
i
n
ouu
en January
i. tt miAcn
21, L'2 and 23
The Kthel
STREET.
Tucker Stock Company.
January
2S
Paul Gilmore, la Yale.
The Grip.
February 1 King
Klchard,
the
"Before we can sympathize with
by
Third,
John Grfflth.
others, we must have suffered our-- I
5
February
Hopkins,
Sis
selves. No one can realize the suf- February G Messenger Boy.
ferlng attendant upon an attack of
9
February
Creslon Clarke,
the grip, unless he has had the actual
February 11 Julius
by
Caesar
experience. There Is probably no dls-- 1
ease that causes so much physical and Charles llanford.
March 14 The County Chairman,
mental agony, or which so success- -'
fully defies medical aid. All danger This Is the hanaer performance of
from the grip, however, may be avoid- - 'the season.
ed by the prompt use of ChamberMEN AND WOMEN.
Among the
lain's Cough Hemedy.
Un Bit for ODDAtuiml
tens of thousands who have used this
dMcbargi(iBfluuinftUoo,
OnwlalMFlJ trritttioM or uloarattona
remedy, not one case has ever been
MrtMw.
Mfc
of Biceai ambrMit.
I Hlw
reported that has resulted In pneu-- 1
P.UIms .4
TNI EVAUCNlMKAiGf.
monla or that has not recovered. For
inloldorhjooimmoiu.
sale by all druggists.
IrlftU,
tr-
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All Klnda of

Discovery

Nov

No.

Was I hungry?
No.
Thirsty?
My (lod. yes.
I yelled continually for help and
water that is until 1 became weak.
I nearly went mad once with the
hallucination that those ubove knew
New Management, November I, 1906
I was alive and would not help me.
INSURANCE, REAL, ESTAT1V- When I regained my senses I
Oppotlte thm Bant
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Depot
caught a stick from the floating de- Room I, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
AOOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
bris and began to dig above my head
An to mat lo Telephone. 174.
as best I could. I encountered someBKLMN, M. M.
thing hard tlnully ami began to tap,
as I could make a noise this way.
&
It was this tapping that finally made
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL STATE
known to those outside that I was
LOANS.
still alive.
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Arm 1 jo BailAla

an Evening citizen want ad.

nfl

COMING IN OUT

n

00Cecew

COME TO BELEN, H. M.

its Location

UKLKN IS 31 MILKS SOL'TH OF ALBLQl'lCIiQUK,
, AT TIIK JUNCTION
X
OF THE MAIN LINK OF
TUB SANTA FB SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FKOM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 lil'SINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 23x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
M

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A..D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.J00 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER SI I LI CAPACITY luO BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE JIOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. B ELKS' U THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. KLOUR, WHEAT, WINE.
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW S1EXICO.
IMPORTANCE AH A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IX THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE

i.M IMA

I

luU.

KJSOOeVCejvBOeyOBO

f
OtOtOtOiC C C

KOSCCtOavtCOtOtOtOfOwO

ax

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

0eKeOwOaXeXiXeXeX
KCKeOeKe
A Railway Center
M.I.
I

RKIGIt

r

I AST LIMITM) i:PUISS, MAIL AND
TRAINS Ol' THK SANTA FE WILL GO

ovr.it Tin: main

line through to ijelex, east

AMI WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN BECKER,

Pres

WM.

Im-

H. BERGER, SeCy.

H

tt

0

Blankets or Lap Kobes,
insist on the famous SA.
'1 hey are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them

You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $55.00.

long-of-we- ar

wan-hous-

TRIAL REWARDS.

Few Words

A

Sen-fer-

union depot, about three years ago
near Steins Pass. Mr. Dougher was
on his way with a party going prospecting into the Chlrivahua mountains
and while passing the bush that hap
pened to offer shelter to this revolver with a history he noticed a piece
of steel protruding from the sand.
It was a revolver. Mr. Dougher has
had the gun cleaned up and began
Tuesday morning to carry it while on
duty.
The gun Is a Colt's .45 calibre and
as savage a looking weapon as man
ever tired. When found the wood of
the handle had rotted off and It contained three loaded shells and two
empty ones, possibly the tale of a
robber's escape or last struggle for
life.
It bears a strange ear mark.
The front sight Is a Mexican silver
dollar that still wears part of its die
mark.
The gun. found near Steins I'ass.
where holdups of Southern
Pacific
trains have been committed, may
nave been carried by a train robber
who has figured In the daring robberies of passengers and express
cars. Could the weapon talk It
might be able to relate some harrowing stories of hold-up- s
and of the
men who preyed upon the trains.

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,

t

II

203

Prices

Yesterday was the regular monthly
pay day at the Santa Fe shops and
the big lumber mills, and last night
the local stores were busy cashing
checks, so the ladles thereof could
pay their accounts.
The pay rolls
were considerably more than ;" for
several months past. At this season
of the year every department of the
shops Is running full capacity, which
of course brings the railroad's payrolls up to a higher notch.

nt

ELIZ-AHKT-

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent

The- tSrant Brothers
Construction
company have Just received from the
James T. Gardner Hallway Equip-mecompany, of Chicago, an Im
portant RddINnn to their worVVNT
outfit. The new stock Includes two
locomotives, two tank cars, two cabooses and several large dump cars
all of which are to be used at the
Rio Puerco terminal of the Helen
cut-of- f.
Work at that point It Is
Is
rapidly approaching
announced
completion so far as the grading Is
concerned, and the line will soon
be ready for the laying of rails.

IIV
STANTON'S
CAKY
DAUGHTER TO LEVEL INDUS-

.AND ...

Harness

digging Tin: debris foii iikemax sfi uert.

-

LKGIKIiATlOV SOUGHT

1

Vehicles

IN A FUNERAL PYRE

w

Save Your Money for a

PAGE SEVEX.

t

C. H. Hutchinson, claim agent of
the Santa Fe Is here from his Wins-loheadquarters on business.

Start the New Year Right

CITIZEN.

0B0ttHttHHttHttttH0HHttttttWtt000000ttttttttttttttttttHtttttt:tttttttt

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASSIODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARK LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S1AY
CASH.
REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY Ft It ONE YEAR.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

S

S

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH T SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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EVENING CITIZEN.

'ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE r.IGIIT.

LOCALi AND

taking orders for "Messages and
Papers of the Presidents"
of th
United States, from the beginning
of the government to the present

TIirusDAV, JANUARY

Believe Us

IT.

lMT.n

DON'T FORGET

time, and issued In eleven volumes.
The work is being published by tho
We can save you money,
Washington Post.
that now is a good time to supply yourself with clothH.
Veg
O.
and wife of Eas
J. V. llckerson ramp In from Imh as, arlvedCoors
ing and furnishing goods at marvelously low
last night to witness the
Vegas lait night.
basket hall contest between the teams
Mayor J. W. Stockard nmt wife are of young ladles representing the Uni- In the purchase of a Piano
here from Hoswell.
versity of New Mexico and the Lag
Their daughter,
J. W. Kelly I an Albuquerque vls-ll- Vegas high school.
Miss Mary Coors. Is captuln of the
from I.of Angeles.
Mr. Coors Is one We Carry the Largest Stock
H. (I. Adnms l hpre from bin home Las Vegas team.
OUR
of the representative business men of
In Patll. Socorro county.
of New Pianos Ever Shown
i.
City.
the
Meadow
Hrrlvpil
from lm
J. It. Paxton
Max I,. Damond. of Topeka. Kan in This Territory.
Cruses lant night on business.
sas, Is In
city, and will leave
William Mulligan, of Kctner, came tonight for the
offers splendid opportunity for money saving. We
Helen, where he will look SECONDHAND Pianos
at
In for a business visit yesterday.
Leather, Box Calf, Vicl
Into the advisability of publishing a
pricesalmost.
your
-'
own
reslare slaughtering all of our winter suits and overcoats
('. Antler, one of Santa Fe's
weekly newspaper there, which has
Style, Strength,
dent x. Is stopping at the Alvarado.
so long been delayed by Col. V. M.
Kid,
SEE US betore you buy
Dr. V. S. Wlttmer came In yester-- ! Berger. ' Mr. Damond will be accom
from Los panied to Helen by Ed. Carrahr, a
day on a business visit
Service, taste in every pair.
young gentleman from Kansas lny.
Lunas.
'
The Kingman, Miner, Jan. 12, says:
Couples' night at skating rink to- best fitting because they are carenight. Extra music.
ladies' ad- - Hon. J. F. Luthy, of Albuquerque,
All of them Greatly Reduced
&
came in from his Salt Springs mines
mltted free.
fully made over correct lasts.
continued
evening
and
Price
All Sweaters and Caps
arrived last Tuesday
Rev. E. McQuepn (iray.
206 W. Gold Arcane
the following day. Established 9M
from his home at on to his home discovery
here yesterday
best service because the exPrice
splen
Boys'
a
'
of
He
reported the
Carlsbad, N. M.
properold
his
near
ore
did
vein
of
C. O. Thlel, the poatofflce Inspecact Goodyear Welt stitching will not
ties, the ledge being quite large and
tor, came In yesterday from an In the ore
showing gold to the naked Genuine American block, per
spection trip to points west of this eye.
S0.5O
ton
the best quality of city.
allow other
He believes it to be one of
$0.50
Ccrrlllos Lump
the best veins In that section.
$8.50
Mrs. X. H. Sipe and Mrs. H. F
inner sole free from
Albuquer Anthracite Nnt
leather.
Miss Claude Albright,
$9.00
Evans of Wlnslow, Ariz., are visitors que s favorite singer, will leave inis Anthracite mixed
In Albuquerque.
D.
C, Anthracite, stove .and .furnace $9.50
evening for Washington,
and threads.
tacks,
sizes
Ingalls. who where she will Join one of the lead
Which we offer at 25c they are worth double the
Attorney Ellsworth
$6.00
has been at Las Vegas on profession ing opera companies of the country. Clean Gas Coke
styles to select from.
Price. If you value money call and see us before
WOOD.
al business, returned last night.
It Is quite likely after finishing the Green Mill Wood,
per load .... $2.23
--young
lady
county,
the
In
seasoif
this
buying.
Joe E. Paint left yesterday for
Globe Arizona, where he will look will leave for Europe, her principal
&
Italy. The very
after his numerous mining Interests. destination being host
of friends will
best wishes of a
Both Phone.
Thomas F. Phelan has returned accompany
east and on her trip
from his trip to San Pedro, whither to Europe. her
he went on a mining Inspection trip.
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
Charles A. Taylor and a Mr. Luw- Hon. E. A. Mlera. the Sandoval
tt,
CLEAN,
night
SATISFACTORY, ECONO.
from
last
ler
here
arrived
county sheep grower and politician Louis.
Thev come to play with the MICAIj, EXCELLENT FOR OPEN
Is In town attending to a variety of
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
company
band GRATES, $6.
American Lumber
PER TON. W. II.
business matters.
Mr. Taylor Is a cornet player while
HAHN & CO.
M. Preyfus Is here from New York Mr. Lawler's Instrument Is the clari
City on business with the American nette.
Both are experienced musi
Successor to
Lumber Company. Mr. Dreyfus Is cians. Max Fisher, the bass player,
accompanied by his wife.
who la coming from Toledo, Ohio,
delayed In
unavoidably
Dr. Wilson and wife, Mrs. J. H. has been
Perrin and H. S. Jackson made up a making his departure for Albuquer
party of Albuquerque visitors yes que. He will leave Toledo on the
terday, all from Willard, N. M.
fifth of February, however, and wtll
C. E. Lowler, formerly
of Phila- bring a clarinette player with him
115-11- 7
Adolfn Chaves today received a
delphia, who came to Albuquerque
the first of the year, has charge of message from rew iorn cuy,
Between Railroad and Ccpptr A ve.
Frank Strong's undertaking parlors nounclng the death there at 6 o'clock
Seledoa
morning
brother.
of
his
Hon. Nlell B. Field, who stopped this
The deceased died at the
over at Santa Fe to attend to some Chaves.
St. Joseph hospital from consump
supreme
visit
his
court
matters
from
MAYNARD
T.
Y.
CEO. W. HICKOX
to the east, has returned to his office tlon. He left his new Mexico home
at Pajorito, this county, about sixIn this city.
teen years ago, and took up his resi
recently
elected
Martin,
the
Robert
In New York. His father is
dence
s
representa-tlvdelegate
to the house of
y Chaves, of Pajorito.
HICKOX-ftUYNAR- D
Chaves
Jose
counfrom Socorro and Sierra
32 years of age and
was
deceased
The
on
yesterday
ties, was a visitor here
In
New York, besides
a
wife
lenves
way
to Santa Fe.
his
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
relatives here, to mourn his death.
Clinton J. Crandall, superintend
o
ent of the United States Indian
Comfort und durability in shoes
school at Santa Fe, is in the city to are the first consideration with peo
day on business relating to the de nle careful about their health, and
in Your Watches for Repairs
partment of Indian affairs.
ther are our first thought in design
Major W. H. Whiting
the well ing our shoes; no matter how low tho
known Albuquerque pioneer who re- price or how dainty the design. And
SOUTH SECOND ST.
THE ARCH FRONT
cently recovered from a slight at the stock of shoes that we have hero
In Rear of Store
tack of illness has since been on a at the present time proves that these
business trip to Helen, from which Qualities need not be costly, nor neea
and
smartest
from
the
they
absent
be
he returned yesterday.
most stvlish shoes that are made.
C. E. Holdt, well known to the fu
C.
Shoe Store, 314 Railroad
Mav's
nlture trade of Albuquerque, Is now
at Frank Strong's place, on Copper avenue.
avenue and Second street, where he
morning,
Saturday
Commencing
and the 19th, and closing Saturday even
Is In charge of the furniture
household goods departments.
Fourth and Railroad Avenae
ing, the 26th, we will sell seven bars I
Ignited States Deputy Marshal Hilly of Sunny Monday soap for 25c.
Smith has gone to Eus Vegas on of ALBUQUERQUE CASH GROCERY
CO.,
tlcial business, the nature of which
315 Marble Ave.
will probably be made public when
f)
Deputy United States
he returns.
COMPANY.
ItAMIUM
Till;
departed
Marshal Harry Cooper has
specialty
of cleaning,
a
Makes
for Alamogordo on a similar mis
Dressing and repairing garments for
sion.
and gentlemen, and every
The New Mexican says: Miss Liz both ladles thoroughly
sterilized in its
zie tiuy and James A. Whittenberg garment is
Prices are satisfactory;
who gave IheLr clean! lie.
of Albuquerque,
delivery
ages respectively as 33 und 28 years goods called for and prompt
on appli
were married at 3:30 o'clock yester made. Monthly club rates
day afternoon by Justice Sena. They cation.
A special
Suits made to order.
will continue to reside In Albuquer
cutter employed for this purpose.v
que.
est
Telephone No. 490. No. 209
B. S. Jackson, of Willard, N. M.,
avenue, upstairs.
Railroud
to properly prepared should be made
peo
connected with the Gross, Kelly
in a M aiming, Bowman Chafing Dib.
A! way .?:cl y, no worrylujr about 6 re.
ple at that place arrived here last
EGG I'itOltl'C- GUARANTEED
S uply
tuatcli, ao4 in a few minute
wife, Mrs. B. S. Jacknight
IH)l'LTl
his
with
.rutin,
PRATT'S
ERS
the
son, who was taken to St. Joseph's POULTRY
PANACEA, WILBUR'S
Accompanying Mr. and POULTRY FOOD, INTERNATION
sanitarium.
Manning, Bowman & Co.
Mrs. Jackson from Willard were Dp. AL POULTRY FOOD.
Wilson and wife and Mrs. J. H. Per
E. V. FEE,
602-60- 1
rin.
S. FIRST ST.
o
A. Stockhovre. an osteopathic phy
hai produced dainty morael to regale
Presbyterian
the
of
The ludles
your Kut-slclan from Ionia, Mich., Is in the
be sure to ire that your
church wll hold a sale or home
chafing dish i .tippltcd with tha
here
probably
remain
will
city,
and
mmlH "Ivaur" a,a
Indefinitely. He thinks seriously of cooking, home made candy and al
14 food pan found only in Man
articles.
aitif, bowman & Co. Chafing Dtauca.
purchasing a small valley farm near full line of aprons and24,useful the
wo
at
Thursday, January
bring
summer
in
city,
the
and
the
ton sale r
Exchange,
corner Fourth
his family out from Michigan and man's
thus become permanently identified street and Railroad avenue.
with thtt section of New Mexico
The C. Colombo Benevolent So- 118. I IT. Boutti rirmt mtrmmt
Its,Jot.
Nevt Mexico
Dr. J. E. Kraft, whose return from cletv will give Its fourteentn annual
403. Nor til rirmtmtr0t
a hunting trip to Chihuahua, Mexico, masquerade ball at Colombo nan on
was recorded in The Evening Citizen Pahnmrv U. Three prizes win te
Fourth and Railroad Avencse
last Tuesday, brought with him two given for best cortumes.
fine pairs of deer antlers as souvenirs.
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He also spent some time looking into
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Edmond R. Glenn, of Washington,
SELLING OUT BELOW COST.
I). C, is in the city, coming in from
All our men' and boys' overcoats
Mr. Glenn is and suits, all underwear, quilts, wool
Sunta Fe last night.
RAILROAD AVE
and cotton blankets and shoes, at the
Cash Buyers' Union, 122 North Sec
Diamond, Watches, Jaw.lry, Cat Olaas. Clock, Silverware. Wt Invite
DR. C. H. CONNOR
ond street. Speclul bargains today.
OSTEOPATH.
your trad and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
building.
Armljo
4,
N.
T.
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and
Rooms
Be at that basket b&n dance to
E CANNOT refrain from again saying sometning aoout Home in
night at the Casino. Good Moor and
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
orchestra.
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K
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4
4
4
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
RANCH EGGS.
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the con
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
t
comes
viction
home with Increased force that a home company ought to
Dhone Black 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
patronized
be
and the money remain in the West.
street and Mountain road.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
4- Don't forget that girls' busket ball
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
Game
game tonight at the Casino.
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
called at 8:15 p. m. A good dance
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
afterwards.
and every dollar of it kept and invested at home.
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE, WALJt is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
Semi-Annnu- al
TON'S DBUO 8TORE.
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busif--I
ness written. Why cannot this same record be made here? It can if
4
all
offer
for
10 lbs. Nice Extracted Honey
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
Boys'
Men's
$1.00. Order by Postal.
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his Insurance at home beV. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.
CENT DISCOUNT.
fore he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
and controlled by the leading business men of the two terriis
owned
A
A
AND EXCHANGED
tories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
As$0elatlon Offloa
and women to sell its policies.

PERSONAL

NOW

price.

TODAY

i

Men's $3.50 Shoes

I

GREEN TAG SALE

Patent
Kangaroo,

The

Some at Half Price.

Do It Today

Learnard

The

Lindemann,

at Half
Shirts at Half

COAL

than
An
wax

N

See Our Ties and Fancy Hose

--

I

,

Ten

w. h; hahn

co.

Largest Line of Candy in the City

V

C. N. BRIGHAM

F. F. Trotter

SUGAR

CONFECTIONERY

NORTH FIRST STREET

Stoves and Steel Ranges

CO.

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

Send

Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

GO.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

TIN SHOP

Harness,
Uorse Blankets,
Saddles.

WVinlgalg and Retail

HARDWARE

A

Rarebit

Iron" Pipe.

Chafing Dish

0

t.

Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

ptntd

ALBUQUEROUE

EVERTTT

Pumps, Valves, FittingsSteam and Water

Mailorders Solicited
Albuquerque,

HARDWARE

GO,

Diamond

Palace

Home Insurance the Best

.

4

20 Per Gent. Discount

--

4

tfO Per Cent, Discount

Clearance Sale

o

heavy weights, we
our
In order to clear our counters of
and
Clothing and Overcoats (blues and
entire stock of
blacks reserved) at 20 PER
DO NOT DELAY.

W

five-pie-

x

DOLLAR MADE IS

DOLLAR SAVED

MEN'S SHIRTS

Monarch and Wilson's Celebrated Shirts, broken lines only
choice - Cluetts Fine Shirts, broken lines only-yo- ur
STUDY OUR WINDOWS

-

4
450c
4- -

Traosacllont

Cuarantfo

ROSENFIEID'S,

$1.25

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
f f f Tttff ftttttttfftffftfiffftf ft

R.R.

118 W.

H. R. Am.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
t'AI
COLOMBO HALL
Admission 50c

TMK
DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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